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How To Use This Resource Guide

This guide is &signed to serve you, the many divezse organizations and individuals
woridng with youth on issues of alcohol and other drug (AOD) prevention. Each chapter
can stand akme to provide up-to-date infotmation on the prevention of AOD pmblem
Used together, these chvters provide a guided tour through ccanprdrensive program
planning for parents, educators, counselors, and others who work with young pecyle.

While a vast number of exemplary programs are available throughout the United States,
most operate independently. The purpose of this boa is to give people from diverse
programs and systems a new possibility for working together. If rots try to read through
each section first, you will find a flow of intrmation designed to support your learning.

Communities have all of the elements to build effective coalitions among youth
organizations. The key ingredient in the recipe for a youth ccelition is YOU.

vii



Foreword

The Office for Substance Abuse Prevention (OSAP), through the technical assistanet
capacity of its Division of (Immunity Preventicm aml Training, created a special Yom!..
Initiative in 1988. This inidative =Forded to an emerging need for coordination among
national youth organizations seeking to build an Alcohol and Other Drug preventice
componau into their pogroms. OSAP convened 39 such groups in St. Louis, Missouri,
at the National Conference of YoUth Organizations, the purpose of which was to Min
youth and adults to act as catalysts for prevention within their communities. Groups
shared pogroms and expenise and planned action agendas to guide their efforts at home.
Since then, youth boards have been started in several urban RIM to complement existing
Immunity preventim effotts.

This resource manual was originally developed for that event and for various followup
activities. In 1991, the Hilton Fmmdation, through the "BEST Campaign for a Drug-Free
Tomonow," provided a vasion of this manual for its kickoff campaign, which included
participants from the 1988 Youth Initiative. OSAP gratefully acknowledges the support
of the Hilton Foundation, our private-sector partners.

Getting It Together is intended to help conununities tap into a powerful resourcethe
expertise and enthusiasm of the many young people who ate committed to inventing
alcohol and other dmg abuse in America. Studies of effective models have consistently
shown that there is much to be gained from involving our youth in planning programs.
These young people have much to give; their involvement in prevention planning and
coosdination often results in the development of the most authentic, experience-based
activities and strategies.

OSAP presents this publication with pleasure and with the hope that communities across
the country will find it a valuable tool in building coalitions for alcohol and other drug
prevention.

Elaine M. Johnson, PhD.
Director
Office for Substance Abuse Prevention



Chapter 1:
The Big Picture

Scattered across the United States are thousands of youth-myths organizations,
including the we you belong to. Yours is a good orpuization, and you're very woud
of its purposes, programs, and identity. Often, however, h's a struggle to keep ty with
the changing needs of the young people you serve, to learn state-of-the-art program
strategies, to train staff, and to sustain resources. At times it feels lonely, and you wonder
who else is in the same boat. Who's out there? How can you have more support and
impact?

In 1986, the U.S. Congress funded the Anti-Drug Abuse Act and created the Office for
Substance Abuse Prevention (OSAP) to provide nadonal leadership for the pzevention
of alcohol and other drug (AOD) use by young people and to promote dmg-free
communities throughout the Nation. OSAP's youth initiative evolved out of the March
1987 International Parents Resource Institute for Drug Educatkm (PRIDE) Conference.
A small group of youth representatives amd adult adviser; from several organizatthns
were identified and brought to Washington, D.C., for a series of planning meetings. They
recommended that 50 otganizations almady involved in drug atose prevention projects
be brought together as a working coalition. The following are among the many goals
that OSAP hopes to accomplish through the youth initiative:

To collect information about the needs of organizations concerned with youth
development and AOD prevention.

To provide a vehicle for sharing exemplary programs with member
organizations and communities.

To involve youth organizations in developing regional workshops to train
youth and adult trainers in prevention work.

WHY ARE COALITIONS NEEDED?

Good question! Understanding the answer is cmcial to planning and implementing
effective prevention programs. These Amdamental ideas seive as a foundation for the
answer.

Only through a comprehensive approach by thousands of communities across
the nation can the problem of AOD use be effectively addressed.

Researchers, prevention specialists, and pm= plannen; now imow that
preventing AOD use mains initiating a range of different activities relevant to
the vatious "systems" and settings that influence youth.
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Coalitions of various organizations can address dm diversity of neeckd
activities. That is why coalitions are now becominga primary tool in making
AOD prevention a reality.

Dr Elaine M. Johnson, Director of OSAP, states

As tlw drug abuse crisis expanded to all comas of America, and the social awl
economic benefits of prevention became evident professionals in the field began
to regard prevention as a legitimate disciplim in itsown right-, an identifiable and
growing branch of knowledge based on research and existing expertise in the
field, a discipline essential to the work and training of prevention practitioners
and educators.

To summarize dm current status of prevention and to provide a sound foundatkon for
program planning, the =minder of this chapter will address several important issues in
the field.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PREVENTION

Prevention can be described as a collaborative process affecting individual AOD use.
Prevention develops personal and social competence and modifies social environmems
and systems to better meet the needs of a population. Unlike treatment, prevention is
proactive. h is action before the onset ofa problem. For example, preventive activities
are conducted among healthy populations of people who may be considered suscersible
at some point in the Uwe. The focus of prevention is broader than a specific pmblem
such as AOD use. Activities are designed to prevent risk factors from affecting members
of a population by increasing the strengths of individuals, systems, and organizations.
Prevention strategies promote the knowledge and skills of the members to enable them
to cope with and withstand harmful circumstances.

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG USE

By the late 1960s, it had become awarem that AOD problems were affecting
middle-class, suburban communides as well as low-income, urban areas. Ortying for
solutions, health professionals and educators analyzedthe characteristics and pathology
of known drug abusers in hopes of learning preventive strategies. This premise, which
was based on the traditional medical approach to illness, focused on individuals in
treatment.

The general public also viewed drug use as a problem of certain individuals who were
sick or immoral, lacked information or will power, or were deficient in some skill or
characteristic.

The definition of a problem Finlay determines the solutions mimed. The basic
assumption that AOD use is an individual problem led to a simplistic focus on the
individual apart from the context of his or her life. Schools imparted information on
drugs and their effects. Law enforcement agencies warned people of the legal
implications. Parents, churches, and other organizations preached morality. And
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counselors as well as teachers worked on teaching communicationand problem-solving

skills. The focus on shaping up the individual not only produced little effect among users

but also did little to prevent young people from uying drugs. The disappointing itsults
of program evaluations led schools and conmunities to conclude that drug use

prevention did not work at all.

COMMUNITY SYSTEMS AND ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG USE

Ideas for a new strategy came from both researchers and prevention practitionets. Drug

use and abuse are not isolated personality problems; they involve biological and
sociocultural elements. Behavior is greatly determined by the interaction of the
indiVidual with all of the systems in which he or she lives, works, and plays, and
researchers and fleld practitioners began to realize that prevention means working within

this wider context.

The environmental contextthe gmups, simple and complex, to which individuals

belongis an essential element for understanding growth. Social settings or systems are
the "where" of emesging individuality, supporting and challenging or limiting and

thwarting each person's development.

Figure 1. The Egan-Cowan human systems diagram

Human development has been described as a function of the interaction between people
and the human systems to which they belong and of the interaction of these systems with
one another (figure 1).

Systems usually fall into four categories: personal settings, such as the family, which
are the immediate contexts of life; Ow network of personal settings, or the various ways
in which personal systems interact with and influence one another, the larger
organizations and institutions of society and the ways in which they affect one another,
individuals, and personal systems; and culture, which pervades and influences all levels
of systems. These systems are discussed in the section on a model for growth and
development in chapter 2.



Researcher% and prevention specialists began to analyze the many factors within
families, schools, peer groups, and communities that either contribute to or deter dm use
of a/cohol and other drugs. The fotmer are now called risk factors and the lanerprotective
factors.

Figure 2 represents the balance that must be part of planning, program development, rad
hnplementation.

Figure 2. Balancing risk and protective factors

RECUCE MIK FACTORS
MEW

NAAS
'CREME MOWN MCI=

Some of the risk factors linked to AOD use and abuse are noted for the social systems
outlined in table 1.

More recently, research has provided knowledge of factors within the various systems
that prevent use of or delay experimentation with drugs. Many are simply the translation
of risk factors into a positive dimension. For instance, we know that families that value
and encourage educatim Fovide warmth and nurturance, and Uwalve significant adults
beyond those in the nuclear family in the care of their children are providing protection.
Preschools and sclrools that deliberately focuson children's social development and use
crou-age role models are supportive systems. All bystems need to provide children with
opportunities to build competence in the following areas:

health promotion

communication

;Nlanning and goal setting

task master

empathy

stress management

critical thinking

assertiveness

humor
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Thble 1. Risk and protective factors in kg systems

Risk factors

Family

Eunibr management problems:

Unclear especuions for behavior
Lack of monitoring

huonsistein or hush discipline

Lack of bonding and caring

Muhl') conflict

Condoning teen use of alecthol and other

djult
Parental misuse of tobacco, alcohol, ind
other &up

Low expects:isms of duldrea's success

Family history of alcoholism and thvg
problems

School

Neptive school climate

School policy not defined or enforced

Availability of tobacco, alcohoL and other drugs

Tsushima between schools

Academie failure

Lack of student involvement

Labeling and identifying students as 'high-Ask"

Truancy and suspension

Peers

Easly antisocial behavior

Alienation and rebelliousness

Favorable auitudes toward chug use

Emily first use

Greater influence by and reliance on peers then parents

Friends who use tobacco, alcohol, and oiler drugs

Community

Economic and social deptivition

Low neighborhood auschment and cotominity disorganizatkm

Lack of employment opportunisies sod youth involvement

Easy availabty of tobacco, alcohol, and other dmp

Commimity nouns and laws favoraNe to misuse

Protective Factors

Family

Seeks palatal cam

Develqn dose booting with child

Values and ummages educed=

Manages suess weD

Spends quality time whh diadem

Uses a high warmdttlow criticism parenting style (mher shan
authodariaa pennissive)

Is nustethig and protective

Hu clear expectations

Encourages suppostive nesticoships with caring adults beyond the
'maladies° family

Shares family iesponululithis

School

Sarum high eapecsatiens

Encourages pal main and mastery

Slag views half as miming metalters

Encourages proemial development (altruism, dooperasion)

Provides leadership and decisionmaking oppostunities

Fosters active involvement of students

Trains :embers in social development and cooperative leaning

Involves pannu

Provides alcohol/drag-free allesnative acsivities

Peers

Involved in dnig-fsee activities

Respect authority

Bonded to ccovemicual groups

Appreciate the unique talent that each person brings to the poop

Community

Norms and public policies support mouse among yoush

Provides acme to MOWN (honing, hcabh cam, child oar% job
empacwment, mid reausion)

Provides soppostive numadts sed social bads

Involves youth in commmity service

ace* from Together We Can Reduce the Rig, of Alcohol and Drug Ilse Among Youth 0 1990 Gibbs and Bennett Interadive Leming
Systems (415) 331-4073. Do nct reprint without written pennission.
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In developing a comprehensive communitywide approach, prevention agencies need to
detaining the risk and protective factors that operate within the various social and
econcenic systems sumounding the youth population.

"But," you say, "how ean we do ail that within the many systems that affect the behavior
of the people we want to help?" First, the organization should call together
representatives hum families, schools, twinesses, the community, and youth groups for
assessment and collaborative planning. These individuals can !nip identify risk and
protective facton inherent in each system and help develop coordinated stmegies that
various groups ruid agencies can implement. Participants can work an program
development and evaluation and ultimately educate key community gmups on
state-of-the-art prevention, with success as the aoal.

This comprelunsive approach to planning and implementing multiple prevanion
strategies transfers the nesponsibility and action to the community as a whole. No single
agency could be respOnsible for everything. Usually one or two orgatizations (such as
your own) take the lad in the b :ginning, but scan others join in.

COALITIONS AND NETWORKS-DEFINITIONS

A collaborative network is a bit different from a coalition. It is an association of many
local systems working together.

A network is a set of elements related to one another through multiple
interconnections. The metaphor of thz net suggests a special kind of
interconnectedness, one dependent on nodes in which several connecting strands
meet. There is the suggestion both of each element being connected to every other
and of elements connecting through one another rather than to each other through
a center (Schon 1971).

Networks usually represent many systems within a geograibical area and are made up
of diverse types of groups, agencies, or organizations. Figure 3 illustrates the levels of
a typical local community =work, connecting individuals to the mediating structures
found in each community. The mediating groups of peers and friends, neighborhood
associations, parent clubs, interest gmups, and the lib, connect to community service
agencies and larger government resource agencies. By identifying networks, you can
find other organizations to assume responsibility for preventionstrategies that your own
agency may not be able to or may choose not to take on alone. Mappinga community
network will be discussed later in this manual.

Various groups within a network can and will have different purposes and goals. For
example, one main focus of a church is religion, but itmay also be concerned about drug
use. A peeschool focuses on day cam, but is alw concerned about the antisocial behav iors
of young child= that are affected by druguse in their homes. A large health department
addresses a wide range of health issues within the community, but it also serves as an
important resource for information and educational materials. Despite diverse pals,
members of a network will have one thing in common: the wish to prevent drug use
among youth. Like a large net, just one tug on a node or by a member organization will
affect the entire netwelk. However, a network can be an invaluable resource to all
member organizations.

6
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Figure 3. Frannwork fOr viewing the world of connnunity networks

COMMUIsITY SYSTEMS
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COMMINITY SERVICE AGENCIES (CM'S)

Pews INTEREST GROUPS en
Relatives Alb. Associations

I1F-onlIly: Person I I
Unlike a network, a coalition comprises similar agencies and organizations, all serving
youth. Specific goals may vary, but all are concerned with healthy youth development
and AOD prevention among youth. Ali of the member erganizations have expertise in
working with youths, but because youth populations differ, they have much to learn from
each other.

A coalition is a formal association of predominantly private, not-for-profit organizations
in which public agencies also may participate. It can function as a learning
commtmityan alliance that strengthens each member through a flow of information,
support, leverage, and credibility throughout the total membership. A coalition is a social
and political reality that, with its large membership, can accomplish what no individual
members can do alone. It is a collaborative, cooperative system that can brim great
resources, assistance, and recognition to its target populationthe youth of America.

THE POWER OF YOUTH INVOLVEMENT

Time is a saying among some prevention practitioners: "If we consider youth to be put
of the poblem, youth must be part of the answer." In reality, most young pople in the
United States are not dependent on alcohol or other drugs. A large proportion have used
or experimented with alcohol and other drugs, yet most do not engage in this behavior.

There are many young people in eath community who are teady to assume leadership,
to help their peels, and to take action to end the epidemic of self-destructive behaviors.
These young people are the greatest resource that youth organizations have. Recent
studies verify that primary prevention programs are much more effective when young
people participate in them. By serving as role models to their peers, young people are
very effective, particularly with youth who are at high risk for AOD use. When young
people have opportunities to fill meaningful mles, they are more likely to become valued
members of society. The involvement of young people in all of the systems that may
affect their lives is essential not only to their individual development but also to their
ability to become responsible members of society.

7
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Adult leaders should plovide an accepting and challenging envitonmatt that guides and
facilitates dm leadetship skills of young people to help them develop a sense Of control.
Adults must not assume that they know what is best for youth, thus excluding than from
planning and implementation.

Prevasion can mobilize "people power," which means mobilizing "youth power." The
wolid of tomorrow will be in the hands of the adolescents of today, and they want that
world to be a healthy one.



Chapter 2:
Program Approaches

Becoming a healthy contributing community member is no easy job. No matter wizther
a child is growing up in Hamm, Aloft New York Oty, or Topeka, Kansas, a great
maw factors can thwart healthy gmwth and development Whenever alcohol and other
drugs are introduced, serious problems occur. Society presents complex choices
throughout a child's developmental life. A young person's ability to make healthy
decisions often depends on odwr people's influences. Early in life, key relaticaships are
built in the family and other :axial systems that can support developing a lualthy life,
free of AOD problems. Youth organizations and prognuns can provide additional
support and stability for young people beyond their families.

This section of the push collaboration manual can help organizations to develop or
enhance their program design by presenting numerous flaws that might be taken into
account It summarizes a state-of-the-art comprehensive approach to program design
and includes (1) developmental stages, (2) the role of environmental settings, (3)
research findings on protective factors and risk factors, and (4) program strategies.

DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES

From birth to approximately age 22, a per= passes through the most sweeping, broad,
and dramadc changes he or she is ever to experience. These years lay the groundwork
for adult life. This truly formative period presents an opportunity for youth-serving
organizations and for people who want to prevent alcolzil and other drug (AOD) use to
help children become fully functioning adults, capable of living healthy lives.

In psychological terms, children pass through a series of developmental stages. Implicit
in the concept of developmental stages is the idea that there is a typical pattern of growth.
However, there is no right or universal way.to pass through dm developmmtal changes.
Each child's pattern of growth is unique to the child's environment. All stages are shaped
in important ways by poweribl socioeconomic and other cultural influences.

To design appropriate prevention programs, you must understand several types of
growth: physical, emotional, cognitive, and sociaL These interrelate; each is part of the
overall growth process.

Within each developmental stage, children face key developmental tasks and
developmental crises. Each stage acts as a foundation for the next, so that limctioning
within any particular stage is partly determined by the extent to which tasks have been
completed and crises resolved in previous stages. Each stage ofdevelopment is important
in its own right, and each leaves a unique imprint on the person's life. Transitions from
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one developmental stagC to mother often are times of challenge and SUM Continued
growth, delayed growth, or dysfumtion are always pottluial outcomes.

STAGE ONE: *FANCY (BIRTH 113 AGE 1 YEAR)

Human infams are entirely dependent for food, warmth, health, and survival on the
envigmment kw which they am born. Traditionally, the mother is the cemer of that
envizonment. At first, idiots are so dependent that there is no differendation between
self and mother. Infants' developmental tasks are to "attach" aml to have a sense of
continued survival. Sensory and motor activides are dm main objects of thought, but
them is also curiosity about "mother" and "othereverything that is not mother. If
infants' weds are met, they are able to trust the environment If their needs are frustrated
or not met dependably, they will mistrust the environment. This development crisis of
basic trust or mistmg and the way it is resolved establish infants' basic attitude await
life, fonning a strength (trust) or weakness (mistrust) that they carry into the next stage
of development.

The typical developmental environment of infants has changed over the years. Sixty
percent of mothers of children under a year old now work outside the home at least pan
time. For the majority of infants, developmental stage one takes place in the presence
of a caregiverat home, at an infant care facility, or at a day care center. Many of tim
fathers of dram children assume more active parenting roles than fathers of preViOUS
gerund= For most of these infants, mother is still dm primary figure of attachment
and care, but father and supplemental caregivers also influence the child's development

STAGE TWO: BABYHOOD AND TODDLERHOOD (AGES 1 TO 3 YEARS)

The fitst stage of development is centered on the body, and the second stage is centered
on the self. Babies' overriding developmental tasks during these 2 years are to emerge
from the fusion with the mother and to establish a separate sense of self. Typically, this
stage is a crisis to the family. Babies hold their new sense of autonomy Against the outside
authority (mother, father, orcaregiver) and whether the baby resolves thisdevekvmental
crisis of authority with strength, decisiveness, and independence or with shame and
doubt &Tends mostly on how the mother, father, and caregiver respond to dm baby's
willfulnesq. The more the baby trusts that authority, the more he or she will be free to
interact with and test it. The challenge to the parent is to represent "the way things are"
as objectively, consismntly, and clearly as possible so that the message to the baby is
"It's okay to assert your will, but there are limitations and structures that must be
obeyed." This type of support allows babies to develop a healthy relationship to
authority, yet maintain their newly established sense of self. The sense of "me" and "I"
is a triumph, representing the psychological birth of the person. The nature of thought
is preoperadonal, egocenuic, magical, fancilid, semiological, and rigid.

STAGE THREE: YOUNG CHILDHOOD (AGES 3108 YEARS)

Young childhood repesents a transition from the primary mt.: rix of the family world
into the outer world of nursery school, primary school, its d neighborhood. The
pnedmninant orientation, however, is to the patent The developmental tasks are to learn
about and to test the environment Tim child uses play to learn about and to test what is
real.

10



The child asks endless qualms; "What be" "How?" "Why?" Stiong-willed, trusted
children take the initiative in interacting with others. Outgoing behavior no longer
conflicts with audwrity but is now goal-centend, malting in a sense of purpcne if the
developmanal crisis of 'flitted= was resolved succeinlidly. If it was not, the child
emerges feeling guilty and afraid to take initiative, saying in effect: "I cannot make the
social envimnment work for mesomething must be wmng with me."

The highest goal at the beginning of this stage is to "get my own way," progressing to
"do when am told" by the ern' of tim stage.

STAGE FOUR: LATE CHLDHOOD OR PREADOLESCENCE
(AGES 7 TO 12 YEARS)

The developmental task facing the child in preadolescence is to develop skills necessary
to feel competan physically, mentally, and socially. These skills include interpersonal
and group relationship skills and the concrete operational mental skills of classifying,
ordering, reversing, and self-evaluation. The child begins to thinli rationally, becoming
aware of a self with an image and sidlls to be evaluated. The evaluation of self is
dogmatic, black or white, good or bad, and made according to rules, standards,
stereotypes, and expectations. The highest goal ranges from the ethics of fairness to
interpersonal conformity. The credo of this stage is "What I can do is who I am."

The developmental crisis to be resolved is the issue of competence or inadequacy,
creating a sense of self-worth. Because the child must find activities and anrnas that
promise some measure of competence, this is the stage of sampling, discovering, and
developing minimal skills in one area and then moving on to another. The child is not
necessarily intezested in commitment, loyalty. or Ovotion. The value of this stage is
competence, not fidelity (which will occur during adolescence). The child must be able
to say, "I can if I want to," to have a solid base fmm which to launch into adolescence.

STAGE FIVE: ADOLESCENCE AND EARLY ADULTHOOD
(AGES 13 TO 22 YEARS)

Adolescence is not merely a rww stage of childhood but a transitory stage encompassing
both childhood and adulthood. It is the period of leaching maturity by canpleting several
developmental tasks: the physical tub of growth into wtherty; the mental tasks of
formal operational thinking (woblem solving, decisionmaldng, abstraction, hypothesis
formation, and synthesizing and integiation): and the social tasks of establishing peer
group membership and initial intimacy.

The developmental crisis enables the child to complete the procems of separation and
individuinion so as to ultimately leave home and create an authentic life based on a new,
integrated identity. This rnmarkable citation is aided by a process called recapitulatice,
in which the floodgates of childhood conflict open again to give the adolescent a second
chance to resolve the emotional issues of dependency, authority, initiative, end
competence. Their newly manned capacities wovide adolescents with the tools to decide
and to reshape themselves. This process of =valuation and integration takes place in
two stagesearly adolescence (ages 13 to 18 years) and late adolescence to early
adulthood (ages 18 to 22 years).



Early Adolescence (Ages 13 to 18 Years). The developmental task of this nunulMus
perbd is physical, mental, and social maturation. It is as if the child has suddenly
acquired a new body, new mind, and new social world, all producing undeniable new
motions. The old world of childhood that was focused aromd the pumas is left bdtimi.
'The most intense need developmemally becomes the urgency of supplementing the
family matrix with an importam new matrixdm peer group. The resolution is either a
sense of belonging to an environment where the new self can be developed or a sense
of social isolation.

This crisis is marked by rebellion. As toddlers begin phystal separation fsom mother,
young adolescents begin emotional and social separation frm the autiority-determhutd
!odd to the multiplicity of otha worlds in which they can form a new self. However,

this results in identity formation. Rebellion, preferably in the context of love and
understanding between parent and teen, is an integral dynamic in the process of mating
a self.

Late Adolescence to Early Adulthood (Ages 18 to 22 Years). No develoweirtal tasks
am more exhilarating and creative than those of early adulthood. The primary tasks are
establishing independent living, making initial career decisions, internalizing morality,
and egablishing a first sustained, intimate relationship. These accomplishments are the
foundation of hope and health. Conventely, nothing is sadder for the individual or for
society than failure at these tasks. Delayed growth represents at least a temporary loss
of the unique ccauributions that each individual can make.

Certainly this stage is not the last. Future points of recapindation occur throughout the
lifespan; midlife is one such point Without a doubt, however, the risks are increased
and new attempts at resolution may not be successful.

A MODEL FOR GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Healthy development (or the lack of it) does not reside wholly in the individual. One's
health also stems from the multiple systems or environmmal settings in which each
person pardcip tuts, in the interaction among people and systems, and among systems
themselve& Dbrerent systems assume importance during different life stages.

PERSONAL SETTINGS

Home, school, work, and play. How do these environments rahape and
challenge the behavior of youth?

Peer group. Is it accessible? costly? open to people of all races and classes?
What is the degree of competition and whievement of the members? Who
provides leadership, discipline, and inspiration, both academically and
socially?

School. Does it encourage drug-free extracurricular activities through its
policies and practices?

Family. Does it encourage and support the emotional development and
economic well-being of its young members? Do siblings and parents value the
aversion of a young person to drugs, or do they feel threatened and attempt to
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undemtine the youth? Does the family provide die child with basic discipline
(limit setting, monitoring, =sequences) needed for self-management?

INTEMACTIONS OF PERSONAL SETTNGS

School with peer group. Does the school give legitimacy to peer groups of all
social and acatkmic standing? Ale there opportunkies for underachievers in
one area to become achievers in another cons:naive context?

Family with peer group. Does the family have direct contact with members of
the peer group? Are relationships with them developed?

Peer group, school, family. Do they interact to support the child? Do they
support and respect one another as legitimate arenas for growth? Is each group
aware of the extraordinary needs of the others?

INTERACTIONS OF LARGER ORGANIZATIONS

Athletic, fraternal, and service institutions. Do regional, State, and national
systems effectively promote drug-free events? Is th: ethics framework in each
of these interlocking systems elitist or egalitarian? What is ournational attitude
toward achievement? failure? social responsibility?

Mass media. How are youth portrayed? How does this image relate to national
values, images, and stereotypes (including racial, ethnic, and class)? How are
those images related to risk-taking behavion, such as the use of alcohol and
other drugs and driving while under the influence?

Governance. What are the politics of large youth organizations? How do
national and international policies relate to the behavior and standards of
growth at the local level?

CULTURE (DOMINANT AND SUBORDINATE)

Ideals. Does the culture value youth? Does it have a competitive ethic? Does
it ackwwledge and value the Otysical dimensions of life? Does it see itself as
a member of the world community of cultures or is it fearful of outsiders?

Norms. Does this culture or community have clearly articulated ideas of good,
bad, healthy, unhealthy, pmductive, and unproductive behavior for youth? Do
the institutions communicate, support, and reward healthy behaviors? Are
there groups that are expected to be deficient or superior in certain skills?

Power, influence, and leadership. How is power held? Is the culture
authoritarian? egalitatian? traditional? Who is expected to take the initiative
and how? How are sexual and racial roles related to power? Are youth
empowered?

Socioeconomic status. What economic resources are available to support
developmental mks? Is striving for a higher socioeconomic stalls rewarded
or frustrated? Is the Mute promising or hopeless?



We often think of growth and development as occurring only within the individual, but
these factors are exceedingly more complex, like a dance between individual and
environmental forces. We must address, through provams and strategies, each of the
influences within and arornxi the child. Too much is known about these fosces to place
all responsibtlity for healthy development co the individual.

'THEORY AND RESEARCH

After 20 years of disappointing remits, we have learned that inventionprograms must
be based on solid social science theory and research. Research on risk fictors and
protective fams offers promising infOrmation. These fieldsrepresent very diffetent but
essential perspectives. Risk factor research stems from a problem perspective: by
studying midi and adults with identified poblems researtimrs have discovered the
multiple causes (etiology) of problem behavior. From a lame body of research, Drs.
David Hawkins and Richard Catalano (Hawkins et al. 1985) of the University of
Washington concluded that those most likely to abuse alcohol or other drugs lack the
basic bonding to family, school, and peers to be socialized positively. One's ability to
bond depends on otm's ability to become successfully involved in these institutions and
to receive the rewards that reinforce healthy ittiindes and behaviors. Therefore,
prevention practitianers should increase opportunities for positive involvement.

Protective factor research studies those who are at risk but have lux developed disease
or dysfunction (Werner 1982), Researchers identify children who are Invulnerable,"
"stress resistant," or "resilient" to discover those traits that are responsible for these
qualities. These children are able to protect themselves from the usual effects of
dysfunctional families and environments through a number of important personality,
family, and environmental factors (Gibbs 1986).

Personality

Sociability.

Cuddly, warm nature.

Easygoing, compliant attitude.

Cheerful, positive temperament.

Independence.

Easy-going temperament.

Flexibility, Klaptability.

Persistence.

High tolerance for frustration.

Ability to bounce back.

Skill in planning.
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Emotional distance from disturbed parent

Industriousness.

Problem-solving skills.

Family

Secure, warm relationship with mother in the fimt year of life.

Lots of attention during first year.

Crucial parent or substitute parent who gives consistent emotional

suPPon-

Parent or mentor who instills possibility to achieve.

Special talons and interests supponed by family or sunvgate.

Consistent structure and rules.

Environment

Positive sctool climate.

Opportunities for participation and responsibility.

Sense of succeeding at a meaningful task.

Positive experience at schml.

Supportive adults.

These children (including children of alcoholics) are ablethrough innate
characteristics, living skills, and appropriate environmentsto draw to themselves the
support, attention, and reinforcement necessary for bonding. They excel at some
endeavor, which gives them ,a sense of competence and self-esteem. They are able to
draw from their environment whatever is positive and promotes health. It is not
coincidental that resilient children often do not become the targets of distuthed parents.
The protective-factors researchers agree that a sense of belonging or "bonding" is mom
fundamental.

PROGRAM STRATEGIES

Young people need resources and support to address successfully the developmental
tasks and crises of each stage and to advance from one stage to the next The multiple
environments in which their development occurs may or may not provide the necessary
resources and support. However, preventice programs and youth-serving organizations
have a great deal to offer at each step alcarg the developmental path. These pmgrams
ami organizations can aid individual growtlz ensure that social environments provide
the necessary resources for health and growth; positively affect the interactions among
personal systems; and modify the institutions within our larger social environment
Researchers and theorists now know that effective prevention programs must be
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cinnprehensive, addressing multiple systems and using multitile strategies; intensive,
beginning earty and continuing throughout life; and collaborative.

Prevendon experts work with families, schools, communities, and organizations through
seven primary program strategies:

Giving infonnadon.

Building life skills.

Training influential people.

Providing healthy alternatives.

Providing early intervendon.

Influencing public policy.

Creating environmental protection.

These activities should be linked at the local, aunty, State, and national levels through
a vartety of coalitions and collaborative efforts. These strategies by themselves will have
little effect on the behavior of young people, but together these approaches provide the
resources young people need to perform developmental tasks. The previous section
examirmd the theory and research supporting each of these strategies, further describe
the strategies, and highlight errors of previous programs. The following section will
discuss the importance of gathering and exchanging information in designing successful
programs.

GIVING INFORMATION

Some of the oldest prevention programs focus on providing information. In the 1960s
and early 1970s, this approach earned a poor reputation, because it was not sufficient to
prevent AOD use and in some instames actually increased use, especially when the
approach was coupled with scare tactics and authoritarianism. These programs are based
on the theory that problem behavior is caured by a lack of information. The social
development model shows that changes in knowledge and attitude are insufficient to
change behavior, other factors, including social skills, are also needed. In the 1980s,
providing information became recognized as a legitimate strategy only when used with
a focused set of activities designed to increase knowledge, change attitudes, and improve
skills.

The way in which information is delivered is as important as the information itself. If
information is distorted, exaggerated, manipulative, intimidating, or inappropriate in
terms of ethnicity, learning style, or developmental capabilities, it will not promote
health. Table 2 lists examples of effective and noneffective ways to deliver information.

BUILDING LIFE SKILLS

Building life skills, a second prevention strategy, rests on a growing body of research
consistent with developmental theory. Life skills are psychological and social areas of
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Thb le 2. Effective and noneffective wa),s to deliver inibrnveken

Age and grade Don't Do

Preschool-3rd grade

4th-5th grade

6th-lOth grade

4th grade to adulthood

Expect these children to
understand cause and effect
relationships.

Expect abstract reasoning,
experimentation with
self-image, or primary
orientation to peer group.

Demand strict conformity.

Expect orientation to adult
world of authority.

Lecture or threaten.

Expect people to depend on
experts for information.

Focus solely on infonnation at
the expense of skill
development.

Focus rat health promodon
information the develops and
helps internalize the desire to
be healthy.

Give information that is very
concrete and amenable to
classifSing, ordering, and
reversing.

Regulate information to rules,
standards, stereotypes, and
exploration.

Focus on information that
enhances skill mastery.

Focus information on
risk-taking behariors and
range of influences on
behavior.

Focus on short-term efforts.

Expect resistance to and
questioning of information.

Use peers to help deliver
information.

Give informatitm that
empowers youth, such as the
names of ccanmunity
treatment resources.

Present self as a resource,
encourage everyone to
assume leadership and
empowerment.

Use power of infommdon as
basis for discussion,
interaction, and skill practice.
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TRAIMNG INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE

Training the people who influence a young peison is key to developing a comprehensive

approach.

PARENTS

The grassroots parents movement began in the 1970s and continues today. Parems
pmclaimed that they needed, wanted, and weit able to be involved in the solution to

dmg use. They began to provide the all-important link among family, school, agencies,

community, and government that prevention practitioners were beginning to recognize

as mcessary to a comprehensive approach.

Some parents took the lead by teaching in schools; others collaborated with professionals

to implement task forces on comnumity problems. Many learned cunent prevention

skills to support their primary parental roles of transmitting values and attitudes to their

children and encouraging them to develop the critical abilities to prevent problem

behaviors.

Research findings found these roles for parents to be effective. With training and support,

patents can significantly reduce the use of alcohol and other drugs by youth.

PEERS

There are many peer support groups, peer educators, and peer counselors. Peer
participation can also be an important element of prevention programs. The peer group
is important throughout childhood and grows in significance as a young person reaches

adolescence.

TRAINING

Teens and adults, professionals and volunteers, community activists and government
administrators, school teachers, and youth organization staffsall can be influential role
models for whom training is vital.

Two mair. questions regarding training must be addressed: Who should be trained and
what should the training include? For prevention programs, it is important that effective
role models lead alcohol- and drug-free lives, exhibit honesty and supportiveness. and

demonstrate a belief in the potential of all young people to succeed at their goals.

All of us who work with youth need to think of ourselves as role models. The use of
modeling is an important prevention strategy, as are the use of curriculums, scouting

nips, or teaching specific health-related skills.

Members of youth-serving organizations should be trained to help young people

achieve trust, initiative, skill mastery, belonging, and identity. Two training
strategiesdesigning processes to enhance development and exemplify healthy
developmentare important. The trainer must understand bow groups function to be

able to



manage the group in a way that creates a sense of safety and belonging;

demonstrate the healthy, mature group interaction skills all people need; and

empower imlividuals and the grwp to take responsibility for their well-being
in general and to addless peernorms in particular.

PROVIDING HEALTHY ALTERNATIVES

It is important to give young people a positive alternative that serves the same function
as unhealthy behaviors. Whether it is an organized neighborhood club forchildren after
school, a religious affiliated voup, or a recreational facility, them has to be a place with
caring adults to lead children in healthy activities. Hawkins et al. (INS) °bone that
"according to problem behavior theory, substanceuse and other problem behaviors mve
important psychosocial developmental functions that mark an adolescent's transition to
adulthood: commonality with peen, oppositionto the norms and values oflarger society,
coping with feelings of inadequacy and stiess, having fun and rite-of-passage."

Providing alternatives can be particularly effective for youngsters who are at high risk
for AOD use. The following alternatives (even if school based) are usually available to
the young person:

Supportive, caring adults who offer the possibility of attachment and a new
role model.

Valued acti fides that may otherwise be ecowamically or culturally impossible.

An unexplored area of skill, talent, or interest.

A haven for the abused, neglected, or rejected child.

A peer setting where needs for socialization can be met.

Engaging without stigmatizing the youngster who is at high risk for AOD use can be
challen&g. Programs that do not specifically address such youth, but train their
personnel to recognize and support these children, have much promise. Research
supports mixing at-risk and average youth naturally, because antisocial youths can leam
skills from their socially adjusted peers. Skilled, trained adults must intentionally
manage these environments and facilitate interpersonal dynamics.

PROVIDING EARLY INTERVENTION

This strategy links prevention and treatment It attempts to identify youth at high risk or
already in trouble and effectively links them to the most appropriate service or
intervention. This is the "nip it in tlx bud" approach. It is difficult to identify youths in
danger of developing problems. A lack of communityconsensus about norms, plaices,
and policies complicates the task. Few communities, and probably few families, have
clearly defined where normal behavior ends and abnormal, unacceptable behavior
begins. Without clear guidelines, early interventim is problematic. SOMe youths will be
identified erroneously as being at high risk, while others will proceed beyond the early
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problem stage before interventions are begun. Whatever the challenges of identifying
youth who are at high risk, die ptogram models ele many and varial.

PROGRAM MODELS

STUMM' ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Based on the employee assistance model, these programs use professional counselms
in tlx schools. Althottgh them am many wlaptations, the usual program compcnents are
a referral puce= an assessment and =drawl monitoring; in-house services such as
family counseling, suppott groups, or group counseling; and, if recessary, outside
leferrals to youth-serving agencies.

PEER COUNSELING PROGRAMS

Peer counseling programs tap into the natural netwolts of helpera These helpers are
selected, trained, and encouraged to reach out tia and assist their peers. They listen, solve
problems, give information about community resoutces, and make referrals. Once
involved, these young people often develv prevention awareness and educatim
programs, including no-use chapters of Students Against Driving Dnmk (SADD) and
other groups. The team of peer counselors must irc diverse and demonstrate maturity,
empathy, and Inner discipline.

NEIGHBORHOODBASED EARLY INTERVENTION

A demonstration project based in San Francisco, California, called the Youth
Environment Study, cmmsels youth in selected mighborhoods by developing trusting
relationships and encouraging young people to sham their problems. The program was
based on the belief that youth can be helped only if the cultural meanings of their drug
use are understood. The project found that these meanings vary greatly among
neighboriwods. Activities and smvices emerp 83 specific problems are identified and
can inchgle job-hunting assistance, negotiating with bureaucracies, or arranging to visit
a friend in jail.

Other early intervention programs include education on the hazards of ddnking,
cuniculums for incarcerated young people, pmgrams for teens and patents on family
communication and management issues, community and neighborhood-based
alternative activities, and family therapy.

Regaldless of the model used, there are basic rules to follow in developing early
intervention programs:

Tailor the intervention. Each youth is different and no single intervention will
work for all.

Do not assume that a youth is an alcoholic or dependent on other drugs.

Begin with lower lenl, less intrusive intementions.

Do not assume that a youth's AOD problems are his or her only roblems.



Establish clear and ccesistent roles, responsibilities, and policies.

Develop mast and credibility through positive rather than punitive acts.

Early haervendon programs enforce the message to young people that adults do notice
their problems and do care enough to hrtervene. Each system is responsible for
establishing a way to prevent youth fmm being neglected. Themore comprehensive the
linkage among systems, the more caring and effective the society become&

INFLUEICING PUBLIC POLICY

Social policy comprises rules, laws, and restrictions thatset limits for acceptable awl
unacceptable behavior. For instance, debate cm community standards might include
questions about which, if any, drugs are aceptable; whether rules governing drug use
have been set and how those rules have been communicated; and how members of dm
conmunity can be held accountable.

An additicaal question can also be posed: Has our community established a means for
treating those who need help? The goal of this debate, which can take place on county,
State, and national levels, is to define the line between what is acceptable and what is
not acceptable. This line acts as a protective factor because

most people will not cross the line simply because it exists;

it is easier to see who has crossed the line and provide early intervention before
serious problems develop; and

it is easier to bring persons back over the linerehabilitate themifthey know
where the line is.

The public debates about alcohol-impaired driving and smoking inpublic places are two
success stories of social policy approaches to prevention. In both cases, the social debate
changed social awareness and norms and new legal sanctions were developed.

CREATING ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

ME LARGER LEVEL

The prevention strategies described thus far focus on the settings in which young people
live and growthe peer group, the family, the school, and the neighbortxxxl and
community. These strategies attempt to affect either individual develocarent (of
knowledge, attitudes, or behavior) or systems development to make each setting a more
positive, protective environment.

The larger systan is one of those settings. Unless we address dm influences of media,
national and State policy, economics, and culture, these systems will untkrmine our
endeavors at the local level. These larger environmental factors are harder to change
because they often seem distant and impersonal. :Jet they form the context in which we
all live. We set an impossible task for ourselva to try to be healthy if the overall
environment is dysfunctional.
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DIE COMMUNITY

How does one begin to change these forces that seem so distant from our ordinary arenas

of life? At what point do these multiple forces converge? The communitywhether
defined as neighborhood, city, or county-s the place where ordinary people make their

voices heard and where multiple forces converge. They speak to we another and
communicate with local institutional systems. Our challenge at this level is to encourage

and support these voices as they address community youth issues and to help them
deliver their message to the larger environment

What are some typical enVironmenral issues that communities are motivated to address?

Community AOD use norms Ind practices, including drinking and driving.

Local and regional pro-use messages on billboards, radio, and television, and
in movies and the prim media.

The availability of alcohol and other drugs.

The location of alcohol outlets.

The training of those selling or serving alcohol.

Improper business practices relating to the sale of drugs.

The enforcement or lack of enforcement of relevant laws, ordinances, and
curfews.

School policies and practices regarding prevention education, consequences
for AOD use, and school climate.

The allocation of resources (dollars, materials, and personnel) to address
community youth problems.

The development of alternative activities for youth.

Action on these issues at the local level affect our larger environment State and national
organizations, for example, are of'In made up of local chapters. County governments
are linked to State and national gov :rnments. Individual churches are linked to national
and sometimes international bodies. Many local television stations are affiliates of
networks. In fact, it is almost impossible to be active and influential on the local level
without having an impact on the broader environment. Prevention workers must mmind
the community of the axiom,"The individual makes a difference," particularly when he
N she is a member of an interest group. How, then, do we create community interest

groups for healthy youth?

INVOLVEMENT AND COMMITMENT

The most common error that professionals make in their eagerness to establish
community prevention programs is to plan without community involvement.
Community members can and must be involved in a wide range of tasks. They can
identify key people, assess community problems, collect infonnadon, analyze problems,
identify existing strategies and programs, and develop action plans. Only involved and
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empowered individuals will make the long-term commitment necessary to accomplish
the goals of soal and environmemal change. Prevention professionals must be-able to
do the following:

Listen, respond with empathy. and incorporate what is heard into the plan.

Collaborate and share power awl responsibility.

Consult by giving technical assistance.

Advocate state-of-the-an methods.

Educate and train the community.

Tolerate creative chaos and guide it toward a useful goal.

These abilities are important in any community, but even more so in economically and
ethnically diverse communities. The professional needs to be the sensitive link among
diverse neighborhoods to facilitate and validate diverse perceptions. Each
subcommunity must feel that its needs will be met through collaboration.

All of this is very challenging. The resources we bring to support healthy development
must be as comprehensive and as multileveled as are the factors that contribute to the
problems we want to solve.

CONCLUSION

The strategies presented in this chapter represent an exciting breakthrough for the field
of prevention. They represent the conceptual leap in prevention practice from separate
niches of activity to a fully integrated, environmental model.

This model reflects the notion that health is environmentally based. It is the obligation
of the society to create safe homes in the social systems in which our children and youth
participate. It is our obligation, and our challenge, to do the same. In youth-serving
organizations, we have already accepted and worked to meet this challenge. Witha broad
base of knowledgeof the stages of development, systems, theory of behavior change,
and program modelsand with love and caring in our hearts, we will create a better
world for our young people, our Nation's finure.



Chapter 3:
Finding Out What Is Needed

Let us say that you and several youth organizations in your community have formed a
coalition to address the local need for prehensive preventkm programs. How do you
figure out what types of programs you should develop? How do you get a clear, complete
idea of the pmgrams and =vices for youth that already exist in the mmununity? How
do you get a sense of what else youth really !wed? One way to answer dune questions
is to conduct a needs ornament.

Conducting a needs assessment is usually the first step in the process of compthensive
program planning. A needs assessment can be formal or informal. Any time anindividual
or a group recognizes that a particular need exists within a population and decides that
that need should be met by a particular set of rwtivities, arm kind of needs assessment
has occuned.

When a more formal needs assessment is conducted, an individual or group decides what
kind of inform ation would be helpful, develops a plant° obtain it, systematically collects
it, thoughtfully analyzes it, and then incorporates it into program planning.

A needs assessment can ensure that information will be broad, systematic and relatively
objective. Without a /weds assessment, programming may be based simply cm the
perceptions of a few staff members, a few conununity people, or the most vocal local
groups. If data are collected from a variety of sources, a needs assessment can help
determine the extent or nverity of different weeds, prioritize dust needs, awl decide
what programs, approaches, or activities may best meet the needs idatified. A needs
assessment can be planned and carried out by an individual, an agency or organization,
or a community planning group. A good needs assessment can be a tool to promote
collaboration, cooperation, participation, coalition building, and support.

WHEN SHOULD A NEEDS ASSESSMENT BE CONDUCTED?

The timing of the needs assessment process is important if the results are to be used
effectively in, for example, obtaining financial support or planning a major modification
in programming or services.

Assessment of need is an important element in the ongoing cycle of program
development. Community characteristics change, as do programs, agencies, and eveo
the nature of the problem. Needs must be reassessed periodically.
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HOW ARE NEEDS ASSESSED?

Needs are asseswed by first defining a scope for the needs assessment. These are some
items to could=

What geognwhic area will the assessment cover? Will it be confined to your
neighborlmod, your city, or your county?

What population will be targeted? Will tbe population be young persons aged
22 or younger/ Will it focus on teens? Will it be geared to a specific
subpopulation, such as minority youth, handicapped youth, or youth %vim are
at high risk for developing AOD proNems, or will it encompass all youth
within a certain geographic area and age range?

What will be the progranunatic focus of the needs assessment? Will it be
designed to identify the need for specific types of assistance, such as early
intervention programs or treatment and recovery programs?

Once the scope of the neels assessment is defined, planners decide which
information-gathering technique or techniques they will use. A general mle based on
research is that more than one method of data collection should be used whouver
possible. Then you will have information ham several perspectives that will increase
confidence in your final conclusions.

The following information-gat/wring techniques are the most common and may be
adopted singly or in combination. (See A Needs Assessment Workbook forPrevention
Planning, MA, 1981, for a complete discussion of these techniques.)

COMMUNITY SURVEYS

A survey instnunent such as a questionnaire is developed, and a representative sample
of people in the community is asked to complete it. This is a time-tested teelmique;
however, needs assessmatt planners should take several preemie=

A survey should be pretested by a representative portion of the community.
This pmceu will help to identify errors or omissions that may influence the
results and will ensure that important questions are included and
commtmicated in a clear, precise manner.

The rate of retum on distributed and mailed community surveys usually is low,
which reduces the representation of the whole population. One possible
solution is to use door-to-door survey takers. Doing so may be expensive with
paid workers, however, because survey takers must be trained.

A tremendous amount of data canbe generated by a community survey. Unless
the survey is highly focused, the group implementing the needs assessment
should be prepared to deal with a voluminous amount of information.

KEY INFORMANT SURVEYS

Key informant surveys are usually more manageable than community surveys. Key
people are selected to represent important constituencies, which are groups of people
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with an investmem in having the problem resolved. With this method, yes can mail the
questionnaire, conduct interviews individually (in person or by telephone), or interview

peo* in groups. A key infonnant survey will reflect the biases ofthose who partidpate;
thezefore, it is important to choose respordents carefully and especially to include young

Peolge.

COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS

A mresentative group of interested parties can be brought togetinr, either for a 1 -day

wodcslurp or for a series of sessions, to define and discum needs. Such a wodtshop has
the advantage of being limited in thne and relatively manageable, but it must be designed
carefully and led by skilled facilitators. Large groups of people must be divided into

small groups so that everyone's thoughts and ideas can be expressed. A workshop can
strengthen the need for the community's panicipation in successM prevention
progranuning. It is crucial to have broad representadon at a wortshop, because the needs
identified depend largely on the characteristics and backgrounds of the paiticipants.
Again, youth should be involved.

SURVEYS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS

Not only can service providers be included in key informant surveys, but they can also
be asked to contribute data. The cost of collecting data on services provided to the
community is fairly low, depending on the recordkeeping and information mandgement
systems in place. These data can indicate the demand for different kinds of services,
characterize users of these services, and list the services that are and are not provided.
By asking for these data, you also involve service providets in the comprehensive
community prevention planning process.

INFERENI1AL INDICATORS

The use of inferential indicators in the weds assessment process entails examining data
about variables that have been linkal to drug use or abuse. The data can imply that a
particular condition exists. A needs assessment using inferential indicators can often be
cost-effective because the information obtained has been previously collected by another
organization or agency. Sources of this kind of data include the criminal justice system,
the health care system, the school system, and larger data collection agencies, such as
the Bureau of Census and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Inferential indicators relevant
to prevention programming can be divided into several categories:

Drug-we indicators. Incidence (number of new cases) and prevalence (total
number of cases) of use and abuse, type of drug used, demographics of users,
number of drug arrests, and number of persons in treatment.

Problem behavior indicators. Rates of crimes such as driving under the
influence and vandalism, truancy, school dropout rates, pregnancy rates,
school disciplinary rates, academic Mute rates, and AOD-related arrest and
incident rates.

Social and developmental characteristics. Family interacdon patterns, family
management, parental history of AOD abuse, attitudes toward drugs in parents
and youth, drug use within peer groups, self-esteem, interaction and
communication skills, family stnicture, and use of child care and proportion
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of working parents. (This last is not shown to be related to drug use specifically.
but it reflects the importance of child care to the healthy devebpment of yawn
in the community.)

Canmunity indicators. Number of alcohol outlets (bars and liquor stoles),
sales practices of outlets, number of AOD-related complaints against sellers
and others, number of alcolwl advertisements in a community, arrests for
loiteting, or other problems related to liquor sales.

WHAT TO DO WITH NEEDS ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Once the information has been collected, it should be summarized, usually in a written
repert. The following outline can be used to dtaft the report:

A history of the needs assessment process: how the effort began, who
participated in pinning and implementing ft, how long it took, what problems
occurred and how they were solved, and what kind of information was
collected and from whom.

A defmition or description of the area, the population addressed, and the
general problem.

A summary and analysis of inferential indicators.

Data on community perceptions of needs.

Services currently provided.

Resources availatde.

Recommendations for future programming and action.

OTHER IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT NEEDS ASSESSMENTS

It is important to remember that different people have different perceptions of need;
therefore, pmgram planners must be clear in their reasons for choosing to address
particular needs.

It is also very important to know that any factfinding activity such as a needs assessment
or program evaluation will reflect some subjectivity. We may strive to make swvey and
interview questions clear and objective, but our choice in asking specific questions
reflects some preexisting concern of perspective. It is important to acknowledge the
biases, concerns, and assumptions that needs assessments are based upon. These
influences cannot be eliminated, but they can be clarified to minimize confusion or
deviation from an assessment's firdings.

A needs assessment process must be culturally sensitive. Many people have a great
dismist of surveys, needs assessments, pograms, and service organizatkoos. In learning
about people's needs, one must be considerate and commtmicate with the people on their
own terms. For instance, some members may trust an interviewer of their own edmic
group more than one from another backgmund. If you suspect that many residents in a
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community do not read well, do not ask them to complete a qwestionnaine. If yin rut
planning a ccanmunity forum, obtain assistance from community members in deciding
whom to invite, how to structure the process, and how to intexpret the results.

A NEEDS ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK FOR YOUTH PREVENTION

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Chapter 2 described the develoynental stages of youth and how the social environments
of development shape behavior. These ideas will be used in the conceptual framework
for a communitrbased needs assessment presented in this section.

For simplicity, tir developmental stages here are grouped Into three categories. For each
of tbe three, social systems or settings that create the contexts of development for people
of that age group have been identified. Questions relevant to meeting that gmup's needs
through a cmnprehensive effort are then listed. Because the larger, more inclusive social
environment influences young people throughout the developmental stages, we have
included questions to address that influence in our examples below.

Your community's needs assessment might choose to focus on only some of these
questices, on one or two key systems, or on young people of a certain age. Answers to
the questions you asked can be generated by using the data collection techniques we
have just reviewed.

INFANCY THROUGH YOUNG CHILDHOOD

The key personal systems in time years are the family, the day care and preschool
setting, and, by the end of this period, the school. Larger influences, especially the media,
begin to become important. Relevant assessment questions include the following:

Are there parks and recreational facilities for families with young children?
Are the parks safe? Are drugs sold on the playground?

Are there adequate infant care and day care facilities?

Do they begin to teach children social skills and healthy behaviors?

Are there good, affordable preschools?

Do they teach children healthy habits, self-esteem, communication skills, and
cooperation in ways that can be measured?

Are parents involved with the preschools and schools?

Do they directly assist children in the classroom or provide input into the
operation of the preschool or school?

LATE CHILDHOOD OR PREADOLESCENCE

The family and the school are still tin primary personal systems at the beginning of this
period. As young people begin to develop their own friends and participate in some
activities without the direct involvement of their parents, the personal settings of the peer



group, the neighborhood, and voluntaty associations (youth groups, eW.) begin to ascend
in importance. Relevant questions include the following;

What kind of support exists for families of children in thisage range? Ate there
parenting classes? Ate there affofflable support groups? Are doe supervised
wtivities for children, especially for those whose parents work past school
hours? Ate there puts and activities for families in the community?

Are parents involved with the community's schools? Is there an
age-appropriate drug education curriculum fortheseyoung people? Do patents
teach the classes?

Do health and drug education programs for older children include
opportunities for practice and skill mastery? Do they build an the increasing
importance of peels in young people's lives?

What kinds of recreational opportunities are available for these children? Is
there a range of supervised activities in which they can develop a sense of
competence in many areas? Do youth organizations serving the community
work effectively with parents as well?

ADOLESCENCE

Except for day care, all of the systems discussed above remain important in adolescence
and early adulthood. The importance of the peer group increases as adolescents begin
to form lives independent of their families. For youths with jobs, the workplace begins
to fill the need; for those who do not identify with school, success or failure in the
workplace can help to define the shape of their lives. For those who continue in school,
college becomes a different and important setting, exposing young people to new friends,
norms, and values. Relevant assessment questions for this age group include the
following:

Are there pant/youth groups to facilitate communication between patents
and teens? Because many young people and parents begin to experience a new
tension with we another dwing this time, such groups are important.

What efforts exist to errourage and support the formation of positive peer
groups? Are there "Just Say No" clubs or other youth groups committed to a
drug-fwe lifestyle? Are there positive alternativesespecially challenging
cnessuch as recreation at teen centers, sports teams, and wilderness outings?
What kind of leadership roles are available in the community for youth?

Do local schools have clear policies banning AOD use on campus? Do they
have peer counseling, student assistance programs, or other early intervention
programs? Do they have prevention programs that build on the credibility that
older teens have with younger teens? Are young people given full, honest
infotmation about chugs, drug use, and other problems among teenagers? Are
they given assistance, either through programs and opportunities in sclrool or
elsewhere in the community, to develop the life skillssuch as
communication and assertivenessthat will ensure their success? Are all
students truly given the opportunity to develop a bond with and commitment
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to school, which, at this stage in their lives, represezus a bond and commitment

to the larger society?

Are the messages reganiing AOD use consistent throughout the social systems
in which youth panicipate? When young people do face troubleas some
willwhat comectices are there within the key systems, the small personal
systems, and the larger environment to provide themwith assistance, guidance,

and clear, consistent discipline? Are there effective connection among
neighborhood groups, schools, counseling organizations, families, the
criminal justice system, and the health care system?

How available are alcohol and other dnigs to young people in the community?
Are alcoholic beverages inexpensive relative to the price of soft drinks and
juices? Are there many alcohol outlets?

INTERACTIONS AMONG SYSTEMS AND LARGER SYSTEMS

FACTORS

Do clear community norms supported by a consensus of the population
disapprove of drinking and drug use amcmg young people? Are Uwe clear
community norms against parents giving youth alcohol and ok:rer drugs?

What kinds of adult models are available to young people in the community?
What are the norms and values expressed by the behavior of adults? What are
the norms and values expressed by local advertising? Does an abundance or a
growing proliferation of alcohol outlets communicate to youth that alcohol is
a drug of everyday, casual use?

The communications media, especially television, are important institutions for youth.
What kind of television programming is available in your community? Are there
television programs for children from infancy through young childhood that offer
positive role models and messages encouraging healthy growth and development? What
kinds of television prowsms are available for older children?

As discussed in the section on program strategies in chapter 2, current state-of-the-art
prevention programming meets three criteria: it is comprehensive, intensive, and
collaborative. Keep these criteria in mind when designing your needs assessment and
applying its results to the development of a program.



Chapter 4:
Building Coalitions

Youth-serving agencies throughout the United States are discovering the advantages of

cooperative efforts by fanning youth coalitions. In these times ofdwindling dollars and

limited staffs, intentional wolting networks are helping to fill the gap in resource and

program development. Coalitions can do the following:

Create more public recognition and visibility.

Expand tlx scope and rangeof services.

Provide a more systematic, comprehensive approach to programming.

Enhance clout in advocacy and resource development.

Impmve opportunities for new pilot projects.

Prevent duplication ofservices and fill gaps in service delivery.

Accomplish what single members cannot.

This section will attempt to provide a general o.erview of successful coalitionstheir

definition, functions, andstructures

WHAT ARE COALITIONS AND HOW DO THEY WORK?

Coalitions are dynamic learning and task groups with a single focus; they usually gmw

out of fonnal or informal networks and cooperate in their efforts to address a panicular

problem or issue. Coalitions are time limited, task oriented, and :ssue focused,

Your coalition, like all others, wM evolve outof the =mon needs of your members.

It may not begin with a specific fonnal structure, but as the purposes and goals of the

group become clear, the necessary strucuue will emerge, based on the level of

cooperative activity desired.

HOW DO COALITIONS BEGIN?

Coalitions begin with the discovery of common ground and common needs. Often,

coalitions begin informally with one group orindividual contacting othermembers of a

formal or informal network to discuss needs and brainstorm ideas for addressing those

needs. From the initial discussion, a steering committee may be formed to establish a
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more fonnal linkage aml to select leadership. This type of grassroots effort engenders
enthusiasm among members.

Critical to the effectiveness and stability of the coalition is the definition of its purpose
This purpose, agreed to by all members of the gmup, will define the direction and fumre
of the coalition. The primary responsibility of the group during its first meetings is to
articulate and clearly define its purpose. As noted earlier, coalitions often reptennt
diverse groups and interests, and finding common ground may take time. Coalitions that
can define a single putpose work best because having more than one may deplete the
resources of the group. However, it is possible to tackle several problems if tasks are
divided.

WHAT ARE SOME POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF COAUTIONS?

Brief descriptions of some types of coalitions, defined by their function, are presented
in this section.

INFORMATION AND RESOURCE SHARING

This type of coalition serves as a clearinghouse of information for its members.
Information of interest to the group is gathered in one place and then disseminated, a
process that provides information exchange on the latest technology; creates a forum for
discussion; develops a base for planning, education, and advocacy; recognizes group
and individual work; and maximizes use of facilities, staff, and financial resources.
Typical activities might include establishment of a resource center, sponsorship of
conferences or seminars, and publication of a newsletter.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Although similar to a resource-sharing group, a technical assistance coalition has a
narrower focus. The coalition's purpose is to effect positive change among its group
members by encouraging them to share expertise with one another or by combining
resources to bring in outside expertise. For example, such a coalition may seek to build
grantsmanship.

PLANNING AND COORDINATION OF SERVICES

The purpose of these groups is to coordinate services. Planning and coordination groups
differ from the first two types of coalitions in that theyare outwardly rather than inwardly
focused.

Typically, the coalition may focus on assessing needs for and inadequacies in services,
planning future funding, and enlisting more community participation. Although the
benefits of collaboration are clear, planning and coordination coalitions may experience
more challenges in organization. Issues of authority and use of funds are less likely to
occur if mutually agreeable guidelines are established early.

ADVOCACY

Coalitions of this type are designed to prov 'e a unified voice in response to a specific
situation or a more general issue. These groups may advocate more resources or more
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political clout, lobby key funding sources, or launch a community awareness campaign.
A good communication system and strong leadership are the essential ingredients in this
type of group.

HOW ARE COALMONS STRUCTURED?

The structural considerations related to the establishment of a coalition are

membership,

roles and responsibilities,

staffing,

funding, and

interorganizational agreements.

Starting a working relationship means dealing with practical realities, defining group
roles and individual relationships, and compromising yet maintaining the integrity of
each member organization. Strut:Wes and processes that allow for open discussions of
vested interests and group cooperation are needed. The structure must also allow for the
active, effective participation of all members, and processes must be inclusive and
horizontal, not selective and vertical. (The smaller and more informal the group, the less
structure is required.)

Once the structure and purpose art established, more members can be actively recruited.
Membership may be open to anyone who wishes to join or only to those who meet certain
criteria. The membership must be large enough to meet the purposes of the coalition.

Young people should participate in youth services coalitions so that they will have
opportunities to influence programs that directly affect them. Involving youth from the
onset ensures a .-eeling of involvement as ptograms develop, encourages leadership
roles, and sbaws how adults recognize youth as iniportant members of society who can
make a worthwhile contribution.

In a large, formal coalition, a board of directors may be established to determine roles
and responsibilities or to monitor the coalition's program, finances, and management
procedures. The board's decisions may need approval by the boards of directors of
member organizations. Agreements can be arrived a among participating groups.

In an informal, short-telm coalition, a board of directors may not be practical or
worthwhile; however, a board of directors may be advisable if there are plans to seek
outside funding to =won the coalition. Advisory boardsand especially youth
advisory boardscan be useful for providing a liaiscsi with the community and the
intended beneficiaries of the program.

Staffing needs are determined by the scope of a coalition's activities. It is essential to
have someone in the role of director or cootdinator who has decisiomnaking power. A
support staff is also needed to provide the communication necessary for cohesivenen.
As a rule, coalitions need more staff time during formation. It mutt be clearly decided



at the outset whether a staff is to be volunteer only, supported by member organizadons,
or paid throu0 grant Auld&

Funding profoundly influences the stnimure, staffing patterns, and programs ckveloped
by a coalition. Because funding is rarely adequate for the purposes of dm coalition,
donated time, facilities, and services are needed. But donated resources carmot always
substitute for sufficient staff resources. Any coalition will be more effective if it has a
stable amormt of funding to support its activities. Funding is available from many public
and private sources. The final section in this chapter provides an overview of sources of
funding and strategies for obtaining it.

WHAT ARE ME PITFALLS?

Coalitions, like other organizations, have potential problems that may lead to lack of
cohesion, ineffective actions, or total collapse. These can include any or all of the
following:

Inadequate mission or purpose for the coalition.

Failure to acknowledge individual needs of members or member
organizations.

Conflicting loyalties, vested interests, and fear of domination by one
organization or individual.

Lack of adequate funds to cany out goals.

Unclear or unrealistic expectations about the coalition's roles, its
responsibilities, or the time required to establish and maintain a coalition.

Lack of leadenhip and organization.

Disparity in goals, values, historks, and missions ofthe member organizations.

Failure to produce results commensurate with the time and effon expended.

Focusing on obstacles and curran realities rather than on future possibilities.

HOW CAN YOU MAKE A COALITION WORK?

Inclusion, clarity of purpose, and organization will greatly promote the success of your
coalition. Here are some suggestions to help:

Leadership. Establish a stnrcture that allows pow: to remain with the
members while operational authority is given to a strong leader whose loyalties
are to the coalitim Considerestablishing aboard of directors to developpolicy
and oversee management.

Teconsvort. Share respcosibilities among members to build commitment
and a sense of accomplishment. Designate regular, specific, valuable
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responsibilithts on an equal basis. Adequately staffthe coalitiont with posonnel
who are able to foster cooperative efforts.

Communication. Provide for clear, continuous communication among group
members. Med regularly and report the activities of the coalition and its
members. Address proltemiand conflicts openly to avoid factionalism.

Administration. Decide early how administrative and financial arrangements
will be handled during the fonnatice period. Develop a smmd system of
recordkeeping that can survive staff and leadership changes. Develop a life
cycle for the coalition so that members will know what time commitments they
are making.

Recruitmem. Recruit new members based on commonality of goals and needs.

Orientation. Orient all memters to the purposes, goals, and procedures of the
organization and remind them of these frequently.

Coalitions are exciting, dynamic organizations capable of effecting great chanre in their
member organizations and in tiro communities they serve. Each member's power and
capacity to innovate are enhanced by cooperative effort and the pooling of resources.
To be successful, a coalition tequires commitment front its members, a wMingness to
compromise autonomy, skillful organization, and hard work. Yet the value of coalition
building is clear: imagine all the youth-serving organizations in your area, region, or
State building on one another's strength to develop cooperative, comprehensive
prevention programs to create a powerful message to young people and the test of
community.



Chapter 5:
Program Planning and Management

ittak

PLANNING: DESIGNING FOR SUCCESS

Successibl programs begin with effective planning, the rosults of which are that you are
ready to begin, you have what you will need, and you know where you are going, who
will take you there, and how and when you will arrive. Without adequate planning,
programs could fail through unanticipated crises, lick of focus, and unarticulated goals.
Enthusiasm and commitment also can be lost in the process.

Effective planning is problem solving. This section is based on the assumption that
planning is time and money well spent and that toward tlx end, planning will be costly
to eliminate or minhnize. Planning is an an that requires Drought, research, organization,
patience, and vision. Hit is done well, it can promote team building, a sense of ownership,
enthusiasm, and an envisorunent that maximizes the chances for success.

STEPS IN PLANNING

The Planning Group. Programs should begin with a planning group. The group should
not be large and may include representatives of your coalition. Other members may be
those in key positions to support or oppose the pmgram. Expanding the planning group
beyond the initiators will enhance a sense of owmrship and support for the program.
Key interested parties, including youth, may have valuable information about potential
obstacles and ways to overcome than.

The Process. To produce a viable, comprehasive plan, your planning group must

assign priority to needs,

agree on goals and objectives,

agree on program approaches,

create an action plan with timelines,

institute an implementation of the plan,

monitor and assess progress, and

evaluate outcomes.

These tasks can become pan of a team-building process if administered thoughtfully.
The following method is one used by many organizations to begin team planning. With
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Goals and objectives reptant the vision and scope of the program. They am Ow
planners' tool to describe what the program is about and what the program hopes to
accomplish. Goals represent more general statements about the expected outcome of the
program. Goal statements answer the question: What will be achieved by this program?
Objectives, however, are More specific, quantifiable, result oriented, and client focused.
The following are examples of each:

Goal: To irwrease the knowledge, skills, and ability of club members (youth)
to resist pressure to use alcohol and other drugs.

Objective: By April 1, 75 paean of club members will demonstrate the ability
to respond appropriately to pressure to use dins after participating in 4 hours
of group discussion and role playing of resistance skills.

This format for writing goals and objectives relates directly to the outcome that will be
evaluated in the future. The larger planning group should not articulate these specific
goals and objectives. One or a couple of people can develop these ideas using dm more
general ideas from the project planning worksheet.

Two problems frequently arise in developing goals and objectives. Erst, planners can
get locked into one given format that doesn't suppon everyone's understanding of the
outcomes of the goals and objectives. Keep it simple. Second, program planners
sometimes articulate methods for achieving the desired rather than the actual outcomes.
Stating that the club leader will provide 5 hours of drug prevention education is not an
objective but a method thr achieving an objective.

Describe Methods To Be Used

The group must decide which specific method or approach will be used. At this point,
your planning group may have defmite ideas about the strategies, methods, or appmaches
it wishes to use to reach the goals and objectives. If the group has not yet decided on an
approach or is not aware of the available options, research may be needed. Talking with
local program developers and visiting existing programs are ways to observe strategies
in action. If a number of approaches seem viable, several issues should be considered
when making the final decision: cost, acceptability to dm participants and to the key
allies, funding sources, and the success rate of past programs using similar approaches.

To plan future actions, the group can use force field analysis to clearly delineate the
facilitating factors and potential 1- alias related to program goals and objectives. Force
field analysis allows staff to analyze a project's environment, anticipate problems, and
salve them before they occur. It is based on the recognition that facilitating factors and
barriers exist for any anticipated course of action. Force field analysis uses a
brainstorming process to help a gmup identify suppon for programs or strategies, as well
as anything that might obstmct progress.

The following is a sample force field analysis for a parent education program.

Facilitating Forces

Parents' concern for children.

Identified need for prevention information.
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Training available for group leaders.

Ability to train volunteers to assist program.

Interat among many parents.

Potential barriers

Difficulty getting parents to attend.

Parents' denial of potential use problem.

Scheduling difficult for group leaders.

Training needed for group leaders to deliver program.

A force field analysis should produce a realistic assessment of the obstacles to be
oveitome, their impact on program development, and methods to overcome them.

Similarly, support for a program can be analyzed to determine how best to maximize it.
Force field analysis may be used in the planning process to evaluate several potential
program activities. It is a useful tool to analyze strategies, objectives, and activities.

List Activities and Tasks Required

The group next lists activities and tasks needed to achieve objectives. This exercise
encourages members of the group to assume responsibility for the tasks that each is
capable of accomplishing.

Define the Timeframe

For each goal, objective, and significant activity proposed, the group should establish a
feasible timeframe for completion. Remember, things always take longer than you think

they will.

Assess the Outcomes

How and when progress will be assessed should be decided in order to make needed
changes or revisions. As the project develops, systems of recordkeeping, management,
and supervision become important.

Describe Available Resources

A list of resources needed and available to cany out the activities must be developed.
The group should completely describe facilities, personnel, volunteers, materials, skills,
expenses, and so on.

Design the Evaluation

The group should identify indicators to be used to evaluate the process and outcome of
the program, as discussed at the beginning of the chapter.

Write the Action Plan

When the planning group has completed the project planning worksheet, one or two
people can formulate specific objectives, activities, tasks, and a budgeL Tim following
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To be effective, a prevention program must itself exemplify a healthy human
envimmnent. There are several Won that make this possible:

Leedership. Managers' or coordinators' responsibilities should include
establishing a positive, healthy climate of trust amcmg staff. They should
articulate tlz inject's mission and goals, which will guide the staff daily. The
program manager should acknowledp that managemem is part of all dm staff
roles within the project. A successfully administered project is the result of
hard work and cooperation among many people. It is important to clarify the
part that each perscm plays and to empower each individual in his or her role.

Teamwork. Each gaff person's role mxl responsibility should be clearly defined.
Coordinators and managers must unckritand that a significant pail of their tole is
suppmting others as they do their jobs. Good coordination and management am
characterized primarily by supponiveness, not authoritarianism.

Commumkation. Prognun managers must keep in close touch with the rest of
the staff. Through permnal contact, they can learn of the staff's difficulties
and successes and obtain the facts needed to help gaff members solve
problems. Good managers can create an environment of open communication
and shared proNem solving. A solution that works for some pmject staff may
also work for others. With sensitive leadership, a climate of sharing, growth,
challenge, creativity, caring, and commitment can be created.

Athninistrarion. Develop a good, easy-to-use system of recordkeeping and a
method for obtaining information about the project's activities so that
managers or coordinators can conduct a continuous, even if informal,
evaluation. The system of recordkeeping should be as simple as possiNe.

The planning group can reconvene at regular intervals, or when major problems arise,
to assess progress and consider revising activities and tasks. The group might review
any process evaluation data collected thus far, or it might use a written instnunem to
collect input on what is effective or imffective and what could use some help or attention.

Gathering feedback from participants is a good way to identify any re..1 problems.
Remember, Imever, that the argessment offers a time both to identify and eliminate
trouNe and to recognize accomplishments. After a process evaluation or an assessment,
inform the interested parties about the program's status. A letter, a call, or a presentation
will keep funding sources, allies, and possible supporters involved and informed.

You have done just about everything you can to ensure success. You have developed a
strong coalition and suppon network; you have carefUlly researched, planned, and
articulated the program; you have implemented it with good leadership; and you have
provided for pmgram evaluation. What else is there?

Every program needs a little recognition. Let people know what has been accomplished
and what is being planned. Look for opportunities to broaden your network of allies and
supporters. Brag a little. Use the newspaper or parent groups to talk about the program.
Always let your fimding scums know how well )ou have used theirmoney or materials.
Take time to appreciate each other and what all of you have achieved through
collaborative planning, commitment, and hard work.
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Chapter 6:
EvaluationKnow What Is Working,
Why, and How

Program evaluation is a way of examining a program or activity systematically and
thoughtfidly. It is a means of obtaining tlx most reliable and valid information possible,
given the resources available, on dm value of an approach to prevention (or of any
endeavor in the field of human services).

Program developers and administrators often misunderstand evaluation and do not know
how to use evaluations to help them maximize their program's potential. These are some
cornmeal complaints: "I need more resources to cany out my program the way it should
be carried out, but instead re As have been devoted to evaluation." "I'm afraid this
evaluation is being carried out by people who don't really understand our program." "An
evaluation can't really measure what this program is accomplishing."

Sometimes thew statemems are true, but sometimes they reflect a lack of familiarity
with program evaluation and bow people can use evaluations. The evaluation process is
an important tool to help assist youth effectively as good intentions are translated into
solid program development based on experience and state-of-the-art research. Once
prevention practitiows understand evaluation, they can use it to ensure survival asul
future reigication of good. solid programs. Insoftir as evaluation procedures are difficult
to comprehend, experts in survey research can combine evaluations with helpfirl
guidance.

Program evaluation encompasses a variety of approaches, but three commonly used
levels of evaluation define the focus and scope of evaluation efforts: process, outcome,
and impact (figure 4).

Process evaluation focuses on the operation or implementation of a program. An
evaluation focusing on the process level addresses the following questions:

Whom does the project serve? What are the relevant socioeconomic
characteristics of the clients? What are the ages, ethnicities, and sexes of the
clients? In alcohol and other drug (AOD) prevention programs, process
evaluations can define risk factors of clients, such as growing up with we m
more parents who have a history of AOD abuse, or living in a low-income
neighborhood with a history of drug problems.

How many clients does the program sezve? How does the =Ibex of cliems
served compare with the number of clients identified in the progmm's
objectives?
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How do clients and units of service fall into the primary amtpomants of the
project? If a program ptovides group counseling, alternative activities, family
suPPort, and individual counseling, how many clients participate in each
comment? How much staff time is &voted to each component?

How is the program actually delivered (compared with the program's
intentions)?

How do clients and staff feel about the program activities in which they
participate? What are the client's and staff's general sense of the program?
What do they like best about it? What suggestions for improvement do they
have?

Outcome evaluation requires a more complex analysis. This type of evaluation focuses
on the effects of the program on the participants. It determines whether changes have
occuned, usualy for the primary clients of the program, such as children and youth.
Outcomes for families, teachers, program staff, and others can also be evaluated.

Figure 4, Drug prevention evaluative research model
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Outcome evaluation usually focuses on desired changes in the goals of the program. An
outcome evaluation can answer questions such as the following:

How have program participants changed? Have they changed their behavior?
Have they increased their knowledge of AOD issues? Have they changed their
attitudes toward alcohol and otter drugs? Have tiny choged their plans to use
or not to use alcohol and other drugs? Have they immved in their performance
at school? Have there been changes within participants' families? Have
participants formed new peer groups? How have participants' self-concepts
changed?

What effects, if any, has the program had on those who have provided the
services? If parents have been trained to work with children, lam has the
training affected them? If older teens have been trained to teach preteens and
younger teens, how bas serving as mentors and models affected them? If a
youth prevention program has organized yormg people to assist older people,
how have the older people, as well as the young people, benefitted?

Impact evaluations measure change on a larger level, examhung the effects of a
prevention program or group of programs on a community as a whole and the changes
in the size or nature of a problem in a community. For AOD prevention programs,
relevant indicators examined in impact evaluations include the prevalence and incideme
of alcohol and other drug use, addiction, and AOD-related accidents, as well as changes
in the procedures and policies of comrnunity institutions.

Process evaluation is closely related to program management; process evaluation data
are often collected for program funders and as pan of an internal management and
accountability effort. Process evaluation data should always be examined and included
with outcome data, because the process may have important implications for program
outcome. Process evaluation data can often help in understanding and interpreting
outcome data, because the collection and analysis of process evaluation data are
relatively precise.

Process evaluation is represented in the segment of the program development model
linking initial hnplementation to implementation after feedback and assessment.
Outcome evaluation constitutes the segment of the model linking implementation to the
goals originally defined for the pmgram. Outcome evaluation is the focus of most
evaluation effons: most of this guide concerns outcome evaluation.

Impact evaluation is beyond the scope of most projects and organizations. However, an
impact evaluation might be commissioned by a coalition of groups or a community
agency with a broad charge, or as part of a needs assessment or planning effort.

PHASE ONE: LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR NE EVALUATION

BUILD IN AN APPROPRIATE 11MEFRAME FOR 11IE EVALUATION

The evaluation should be an integral pan of the design stage of the program. It helps
clarify the progrem's goals and ensures that the appropriate kinds of data will be
collected. The beginning of a project is a good time to collect baseline or pretest data.
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your access to the people your program will serve, both before tleir involvement and

after.

You may be able to choose a control group to participate in your evaluation from the
same population or pool as your pmgram participants. To be in the conrol group or in
the experimental (program) group, people are selected randomly so that there are no
fundamental differences between the two groups. Most programs. however, find it
difficult to select their participants ramlomly or to assign a group of people to a control

WouP.

Many programs that do not create a control group for evaluadon can create a comparison
gmup. A comparison group is similar to a contml gmup, but members of comparison
and Ingram groups art not assigned randomly. To be an adequate =patron group,
a group must be similar in relevant characteristics to the group participting in the
program. For instance, of two fifth-grade classes in a particular school, ore might be
selected to receive a prevention program. Both classes might be tested, so that test scores
or changes in test scores can be compared.

Ideally there would be no relevant differences between the two classes, such as age,
ethnicity, advance familiarity with the program material, or the teachers' affinities
towards tests or prevention programs. If there are no such differences, this could be an
excellent program evaluation design. (Unfortunately, it is not always possible to know
a priori which variables must be held constant; therefore, randomization is a supefor
strategy.) Evaluation results would be skewed if test scores were compared for two
classes with significant differences, for example, in ethnic composidon or levels of
competence in reading.

DETERMINE 111E SAMPLING PLAN

If your program is a relatively small one, you probably do not have to be concerned
about a sample for your evaluation. You can probably use whatevermeasures ycm choon
for the entire client population. If your program is large and complex, however, you will
want to design a sampling plan so that the data collected are manageable. For instance,
if you are working with 500 youths, you may want to test only one-fifth of them for the
evaluation.

Sampling as randomly as possible reduces biases built into the sample. If you imlude
only the 25 young people with the best attendance records while collecting no data from
the others, your sample will be biased in favor of your program's most active
participants. (There are appropriate alternatives to random sampling in some cases, such
as stratified sampling.)

DECIDE WHAT INDICATORS, MEASUREMENTS, AND INSTRUMENTS TO USE

The observations, measurements, and instruments you select or create will translate the
evaluation questions you chose to explore in phase one into very concrete indicators.
For example, if performance in school is an important question to explore in your
program's evaluation, you might collect data on attendance rates, grades, rates of
disciplinary actions, or assessments by teachers and parents. You might also ask students
themselves to answer a survey including questions designed specifically to evoke their
own pereeptions of various aspects of their performance in school. The measurements
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and instruments you use define the data you collect. Thus, your selection of
measurements and instruments translates your key evaluation questions into
increasingly specific indicators.

Ideally, evaluation studies gather converging datadifferent kinds of information
related to the same question. If more than one of the optic= presented above for
exploring performance in school were included in an evaluation, these different kinds
of data would convage to give a multifaceted, multidimensionalanswer to the =plea
question of how a pmgram influences a student's performance in school.

The data most often used today in both research and evaluation studies am quantitative
datadata that can be translated into numbers for statistical analysis. Them is, however,
a tradition in the social sciences of also using qualitative data, that is, data that defy
quantification (cannot be translated into numbers) yet can add to an evaluation. The
klub of qualitative data most frequently used am interviews and observations that can
be structured or unstructured. Because qualitative data me largely subjective, cam must
be taken in collecting and analyzing them. If only prow= staff members interview
clients or observe their behavior, the potential for bias is high. Being human, staff
members may look for and find qualitative data that confirm their own views. Interviews
and observations (and other kinds of qualitative data, such as written material) collected
and analyzed by those outside the program co shed much lighton a program 's operation
and how it is working for participants.

DECIDE HOW ME DATA WILL BE ANALYZED

There are three primary types of quantitative data analysis:measures of central tendency
to summarize large numbers of cases on particular measures or variables, tests of
statistical significance to detennine how often particular outcomes occur by chance or
by error, and measures of association to detennine the relations among variables in a
data set.

If you warn to summarize how a group ofprogram participants scored on a test, measure
the central tendency or mean. If you want to compare scores before participation in the
program with scores after participation, use a pretest-posttest design. (You also could
obtain a difference score for each participantthe difference between pretest and
posttestand then determine the mean difference score.) If you want to determine
whether the difference found between two means is statistically significantthat is,
occurring by chance les often than a defined frequencyyou will use a test of statistical
significame. If you want to detennim whether higheror lower test scores are related to
other variables, such as higher or lower family income,you have to explore the statistical
association between these variables.

Many statistics texts or introductory social research books can give you the basic ways
to approach the above issues. Unless you have an expert in statistics or research desigr,
you will pmbably want to stick to basic, simple data analysis. Data analysis for a
large-scale evaluation effort can be extremely complex. An evaluation requiring data
analysis more complex than measures of central tendency probably should not be
attempted unless someone with training in social science research is available either to
cceduct the data analysis ono provide consultation.
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PHASE THREE: USING THE EVALUATION'S RESULTS

SUMMARIZE AND REPORT YOUR RESULTS

How results are summarized and reported depends largely on the audiences defined in

phase one. If your evaluation is primarily for staff or clients,, a formal, written report

may not be necessary. If evaluation results will be presented to a funder, a potential
funder, or a sponsoring organization, a fonnal rePort will Probably be either required or
desirable. Such a report should describe the program, outline the evaluationdesign, =I
describe the measures and data analysis techniques used.

The report should always be tmthful, but it should use a working knowledge of the
program to interpret the data, particularly data that suggest aspectsof the program that
might be strengthared. Again, evaluation data--qualitative or quantitativeshould
always be used in the contest of the program's environment and life cycle.

Whether a formal evaluation report is written, results may be summarized verbally for
a variety of groups such as clients, staff, and community.

USE THE RESULTS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR SUCCESS

A good evaluation should be useful and significant to the program's audiences,
Evaluation can provide feedback to promote a program's development. Evaluation
results can be used to modify the way a program is carried out, its goals, its theory of
action and working assumptions, or its target group (figure 6).

Figure 6. Program development evaluation model
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Evaluation results can also be used to demonstrate to funders and potential funders how
a program is serving its client population. Remember that many funders respect
pmgrams that include a mechanism for continual self-assessment.

Pmgram managers and staff members, if they am involved in and informed about the
evaluation Um the beginning, are most likely to use evaluation findings. They can help
to formulate tel questions, plan the evaluation, solve problems, analyze evaluation
data, report results, and examine the implications of the findings. Consultants with
program evaluation experience can be brought in to help with these tasks.

Remember, a complete but shelved evaluation doesn't serve the youth, but a working
evaluation that is part of a sincere process of self-study can.



Chapter 7:
Raising Money

Have you managed or participated in several fundraising campaigns? If you have, you
will not need the following guide except as a checklist to make sure you do not forget
mything.

If you have participated in a small way, you can use this discussion to suengthen your
fundraising skills.

And if you have never done any fundraising work before, then follow this section closely
and examine the list of funding souices and dm suggested references.

INTRODUCTION

This section is designed to be used by local coalitions and the local organizations
associated with them. It is intended to supplement whatever current fundraising efforts
your organization has and, we hope, suggests sources not previously considered,
methods lax yet implemented, or avenues not yet explored.

Tb a professional fundraiser, this outline will not reveal any new principles, but it is a
guideline and commentary on a planned, creative financial development effort for
alcohol and other drug (AOD) prevention projects.

The guideline emphasizes soliciting support from funding organizations through theuse
of proposals, not the use of annual drives or other techniques to raise money from the
general public. Here the focus is on approaching a funding source or target with a
prepared project ploposal.

Effective fundraising is the result of a series of time-tested steps. The following are the
main elements in any successful fundraising campaign:

The development of a well-managed, clearly defined organization.

The selection of a board with specific, relevant reasons for choosing each board
member.

A well-planned and well-researched approach to the giving community.

The professional presentation of your organization and its proposal.

Thorough, effective followup.
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Then are many types of giving, and some organizadons are much more interested in

one type than in another. Be flexible and explore the various possibilities with your
targets, your staff, and your board members. These pwsibilities canbe researched easily

in your local foundation library. The possibilities include

total support grants,

matching grants,

challenge grants,

gifts in idnd,

volunteer services,

deferred giving, and

preauthorized payments.

Possible fundraising tools are

functionsparties, films, special events,

telethons,

direct mail,

annual giving,

gift clubs.

phone-a-thons, and

support requests in billing letters or bank statements.

YOUR ORGANIZATION

The basis for successful fundraising is a well-managed organization with a clear concept
of goals and concise, realistic strategies for reaching those goals. It is the rare
philanthropist who will risk supporting vague notions or shaky organizations.
Understandably, dowrs want to be reassured that their money will be used as
productively as possible and that, should they desire publicity, this serves as a benefit
to them.

First determine if you are eligible to raise funds from each organization that you have
identified as a target. Usually philanthropists will want you to be

a chartered, not-for-profit organization,

registered with your State Attorney General (check to see if this is necessary
in your State), and

IRS tax exempt.
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The following points should be kept in mind when raising funds:

One cannot use Federal funds to raise marey from the private sector.

Foundations usually do not contribute to normal overhead operations, such as
building upkeep and utilities.

Fur* may not be accessible until months after they are pledged to your
organizatica

The mission and goal statements ate the foundadon of any well-managed organization
and are clearly tequired for a winning proposal. The success of the first presentation or
even tlx first telephone call depends cat whether you know your otganization and its
objectives cleady enough to annmunicate them effectively. It is commonly agreed that
most applicants for Amds do not succeed with their first proposal because the prcposal
does not reflect the Inc goals and mission of the organization.

The mission amd goal statements may or may not be identical, depending on the size and
structure of your organization. The mission saw' 'ent is a clear, concise statement of the
manization's philosophy and purpose. It must be approved by the fUll bawd, the
president, a lawyer, and an accountant. It serves as your ultimate reference and
establishes dear guidelines fzom the beghming.

The goal statement establishes how your organization will fulfill its mission. It sets out
what you wish to achieve through your organizatice and outlines the ways in which you
will achieve it. Goals must be clear enough to be conveyed easily, concisely, and
effectively to either novice or expert.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The composition of your board is key to the staturz and effectiveness of your
organization and to the success of your fundraising campaign. It is critical that the board
collectively has both the talents required and a sophisticated vision aml mission. A board
with narrow or limited interests and experience will be much less effective thanone that
has wide expertise or has access to those who have it. Research this point in the
beginningit will be worthwhile and may save a great deal of unpleasantness in the
future.

All board members should have a clear commitment to your mission and goals.

Select a gmup of individuals who fully represent the constituency (community,
area, or neighborhood).

Your board members should be leading, influential citizens. They must have
good rapport with and understanding of the community and its major
population groups.

For those board members expected to contribute funds, it is helpful to have
mutual understruuling about the amount anticipated rumually.

Stay away from individuals who have difficult or confrontational personalities
or who cannot work professionally when neptiating controversial issues.
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Do not select someone who is overcommined; ask for time commitments from
those you do select.

Your board slmuld include at least one lawyer and one member of the financial

commtmity.

Prominent professionals or well-amnected volunteers with experience or
knowledge of AOD use should be expected to contribute much to your
organization.

Encourage interaction between board members and staff members. Everyone
should know what is happening if they are expected to work well together.

Educate and ealig tin support of your boaxd whenever possible and as often
as meded through full board meetings, but do not overtax them. Board
committees that serve between board meetinp can be effective if given
specific assignments.

PROPOSAL PREPARMION

Have a specific project or objective for your fundraising campaign and credit the fundem
of specific parts of the program in your publicity. These actions also reinforce your
message to the funders: Without emir critical contribution, attainment of the objective
would have been impossible.

The project must be definable in a short, concise format.

The project must be important to your constituency.

There must be public consciousness of the issueor the clear indication that
awareness could be raised and enthusiasm generated.

Your objectives must be realistic and achievable.

You should have begin and end dates for the use of funds.

You should be able to cite successes in pmjects similar tia yours. Have backup
materials on file to support your citatiorm.

Thorough research for the preparation of your pzoposal cannot be emphasized enough.
While it may not seem fruitful at the time, it may in the MUM. Research should be done
methodically, and anything that might be applicable should be kept in well-organized
tiles. Approach area-based targets lather than national organizations. Subsidiaries of
national corporations such as the local Elks group or a community foundation are more
likely to give to local A0Dpmvention programs than national corporations, foundations,
or organizations.

You can get pertinent information on your issue or target group from many sources listed
in the appendixes, including
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daily newspapers, weekly magazines, or other publicadons;

the media;

your mulcts;

other people's contacts;

universities;

State records;

Federal agencies;

other efforts, agencies, or organizations similar to yours;

tax returns for not-for-profit organization;

lists of board members; and

the social register.

Research repositories will show you how to use their facilides and how to find the
information you need. You will save a gnat deal of time, energy, frustration, and money
by swallowing ran ride or inhibitions and asking for such assistance.

Similarly, do not hesitate to ask people for help. You cannot possibly be an expert in
everything, and people enjoy teaddng odmrs their trade.

You will want to look for the following general types of information in your research:

Who is interested in the issue? Who or what is the target group?

Does the prospect know about your organization?

Why would the pmspect be interested in helping or giving?

Has the target given or helped In a similar cause previously? In any cause?

How much has been given? In what context? When? In what format?

Who is the best person to contact within each target group?

Is the person in charge of working with the prospective target the one mad
likely to secure the ftmding?

What will the donations achieve for the giver, in addition to a good feeling?

What is the target's capacity for donating to philanthropic endeavors? Is dm
target in a positkm to give?

Who approves the grants? Who does the backgrotmdwork on the application?

Does the organization have' a list of grant recipients? An annual repon?
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Will someone in the organization talk to you about its giving patterns?

Has the prospect had first-hand experience with the pmblems of AOD use
through family members, friends, ACM-impaired drivers, and so on?

Obtaining support is the result of knowing your organization, its thpcdves, End the
giving community in your field. You can obtain support hem any of the figlowing:

Foundations created by businesses. Giving may or may not be guided by public

statements, depending on the leadership in the corporation.

Foundations created by and under the guidance of one or more individuals.
Giving is much more personal.

Independent foundations. Giving is still geared to pardcular interests or
geographical areas, but it depends on a consensus-of-need basis.

Community foundations. A subset of indeperulent foundations, but with far
greater discretionary powers than those with funds frtun a single source. They
administer funds given by many sources for the community's benefit.

Corporations. They are sensitive to problems that directly affect employees
and put heavy emphasis on health and education programs. Proposals should
feature benefits to the company, such as employee retention and productivity,
public relations, or marketing.

Independent professionals.

Individuals.

Unions or fraternal or civic organizations. Check with local chambess of
commerce for lists of organizations. Members are usually involved in local
affairs and business and are able to reach a broad group of supporters.

State, local, or Federal government.

The general public.

Keep the following in mind when dealing with some of these groups:

Business and professional sources.

Fiscal year.

Thneframe for budget approval.

Contributions budget.

Statement of whether the business is a subsidiary.

Government.

Trmeframe for !midget approval.

Type of budget usedannual, biannual, etc.



How, to whom, and when to apply.

What agency hu similar intezests and how you can work together to
induce larger appropriations.

Unites and fraternal and civicmganizadons.

Where they are located.

Who the officers are.

What and to whom they contribute.

What kind of presentations they require.

WRITING ME PROPOSAL

After you have gathered your facts, arrange to meet with the highest level executive or

the person closest to the potential source of fitnds to present your project Explain its

intended effects on the welfare of the community and bow support would benefit both

the citizens of the area and the giving institution. Enlist a board member or someone

closely associated with your organization who bmws the contact person personally or

professionally. Ideally, he or six should present the program or at least accompany you

and make the conversation easier.

Ask for specific guidelines on application procedures. If possible, obtain an
informational interview with the giving administrator (you will have obtained his or her

name from the original contact) to explain any subtle or vague requirements or issues,

to learn about the organization and its staff (who may assist with your proposal or give

you leads on how m apply), to communicate that you am interested in the funding

source's needs and ideas, and, finally, to convey perdnent infonnation about your issue

and organization.

'Me cover letter makes the first impression and must pesent a professional

picture of an active, effective organization. It is often used as a scmening device

by the donor, so make it effective and ccarcise.

Descriptive language that inspires the imagination without being dram atic and

conveys a detailed picture of the problem is MOM effective than dry,

nondescripdve material.

Effective action is crucial to enlisting support. No one wants to pour money

into a losing cause.

Follow all instructions from the target and ask questions if you are unsure.

Confirm deadlines and meet them.

Create a prominent pmposal, but do notoverdo it

Present a professional picture. Get several people to proofread and edit the

proposal. Poor spelling and grammar can easily ruin its integrity.
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Do not overdo your sales job. Attach appendixes if you feel that they would
be Imlpful, but do tmtgo into peripheral information in the body of theproposal.
Keep it short and concise.

The structure of the proposal should be approximately as follows, butadjust it according
to the target

Cover letter.

Should be the equivalent of a summary page in your proposal.

Includes a summary of the history ofthe organization.

Emphasizes the legitimacy of the issue.

Gives a summary ofyour project.

Includes a descripdon of how you would like the target to support your
effort This is the result of your conversations with the truget's staff and
your research.

Emphasizes the connection between the target and your organization and
how that relationship would benefit the target

Mentions how you would creditthe targetagain, this is the result of your
conversations and tesearch.

Gives evidence of how the pmject will be supported beyond this grant.

Contents page.

Organization.

Problem statement,

Program objectives.

Program methods.

Evaluation.

Budget

Appendixes.

Description of your organization.

How, when, where, and by whom started.

Mission, goals, and programs.

Sources of funding.

Accomplishments to date.

Unique qualfties.

Constituencies.

Problem statement.

Background of issue, its significance to this community.

Effective ptototypes.
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Your goals and why and how you are capable of achieving them.

Evidence of your success.

Implication of your success in addressing the issue.

References to bibliographic and footnote material in the appendixes.

Program objectives.

Outline of specific objectives.

Outline of the evaluation and measurement tecimiques you will use to

judge effectively:a. Refer the reader to dm appendixes for fidl descrip-

dons.

Impact of you project on the issue and how the issue ties in with the

funding source.

Detailed description of how long the funding will last and how the project

will be funded after the funds have been depleted.

Program methods.

Activities planned to meet objectives.

Personnel required and their functions.

Structure of project and its timing.

Alternatives noted and addressed in full in appendixes.

Evaluation.

Proposal for evaluative methods to determine the effectiveness of your

proiect-

Specifics with regard to the projectand the objectives.

Concise, realistic, and complete foimat.

Budget

All costs, direct and indirect.

Realistic but conservative projection.

Line items footnoted.

Appendixes.

Published infonnation about your organization.

Bylaws, papers of incorporatim or other legal documents.

Proof of tax-exempt status-501(cX3) form.

Resumes or other biographical information on the leadership and any
consultants you plan to use.

List of the board members, withbiographical information on each of them.

Cenified audits.

Facilities and equipment description.
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Examples of successful projects your organization has undertaken or has
under way.

Examples of effective similar projects.

Detailed testthg ami evaluation descriptions.

In your proposal make sure that you do the following:

Admit your problems if asked, but do not present this information yourself,
and state the problem in the context of educational, growing experiences.

Ask questions.

Meet deadlines.

Be professional.

Highlight milestones and footnote them. Information should be kept on file for
reference or copying.

Emphasize the prominence of the issue.

Emphasize the future outlook for the issue.

FOLLOWUP

The following points are critical:

Confirm that the target received your application and has all of the necessary
materials.

Send lams of thanks to all who !wiped, both inside and outside the
organization, within 24 hours of receiving word. The letter to the supporter
should be signed by the bead of the institation and mentionthe nams of those
who played key roles. It must be a personal note and, if in response to a
go-ahead, should include the specific type of support or grant amount agreed
on.

Determine whether the supporter wants publicity and in what form,which may
include receptions, press releases, mws conferences, or magazine articles.

Conduct a wrap-up meeting to review every aspect of your campaign.

Inform the staff of developments; they are your best public Mations
representatives.

Determine what the donor's evaluation guidelines are and describe your own,
in writing, if he or she has none.

Confirm how often and in what fotmat reports to thesupporter should be made.
If the dom does not requhe any reports, send them anyway. It reminds the
donor of your existence, the importance of the donor's role, and the future
needs of the organization.
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Send information such as press releases, publications, staff hiring
announcements, and so on to the supporter as soon as it is available. Invite the
supporter to any panels, seminars, or gatherings in which your organization is
involved.

If you have received a negative response on your proposal, write a thank-you
note and try to make an appointment to find out if or how you can restmcture
your proposal or project for resubmittal. Use the target's expertise. He or she
may be able to suggest other supporters or other ways of obtaining the support
from the source organization.

FINAL NOTES

Diversifying your funding or support sources increases the chances that your
program will survive.

Developing a constituency ensures continued support

Militancy or oveszealousness decreases the chance of receiving funds.

Timing is critical in every aspect of your campaign.

Your rapport with the community determines your success. Document
everything.

Changing one variable changes everything in your organization or campaign.

Attend to details.

Thank your staff and volunteers.

Successful fundraisers have a positive attitude: failure is unthinkable.

This is your project Only at this community level can you make an impact,
and only through your intimate knowledge of your area can you hope to redress
the problem.

LIST OF FUNDRAISING SOURCES

GENERAL

The Annual Register of Grant Support for Government and private programs describes
the type, purpose, and duration of grants, amount of funding available for each award,
eligibility requirements, number of applicants and recipients, application instructions
and deadlines, personnel, areas of interest, etc. Onier from

Maiquis Who's Who, Inc.
200 E. Ohio Street
Chicago, IL 60611
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CASE Annual Fund Ideas, The Best of CASE Currents, edited by Virginia L. Carter,

gives examples of some of the most effective itindraising ideas in the educational field.

Order from

Council for Advancement and Suppcn of Education
11 Dupont Circle, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036

The FRI Annual Giving Book by Jane Williams describes how to run an annual

fundraising campaign. Order from

Fund Raising Institute
Box 365
Ambler, FA 19002

Fund RaisingThe Guide to Raising Money from Private Sources by Thcmas E Broce

is one of the best "how to" books. Order from

University of Oklahoma Press
1005 Aspen Avenue
Norman, OK 73019

Giving USA is the annual report of the American Association ofFund-Raising Council.

Order from

American Association of Fund-Raising Council
25 W. 43rd Street
New York, NY 10036

Grans for the Arts by Virginia White is a good overall fundraising guidewith extensive

reference material. Although it pertains specifically to the arts, its applicability to all

fundraising makes it worthwhile for anyone. Order from

Plenum Press
227 W. 17th Street
New York, NY 10011

The Proposal Writer' s Swipe File reproduces some of the best proposals. There are
several books of this type. Order from

Taft Corporation
5125 MacArthur Boulevard, NW
Washington, DC 20316

For many types of information, some of which is duplicated in the Foundation Center's

and other publications, see the following:

The Social Register.

Tqft Cceporate Directory.

Tee Foundation Reporter (a comprehensive profile and analysis of private

foundations).
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Corporate Giving Yellow Pages.

America' s Wealthiest People (discusses the philanthropic and nonprofit
affiliatices of more than 500 people).

The Thirteen Most Cgsmon Fund Raising Mistakes and How to Avoid Them.

CORPORATIONS

CosporotePhilanthropicPublic Service Activities by James F. Herds and Anne Klepper.
Order from

The Confer= Board
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Corporate 500: The Directory of Corporate Philanthropy, published by the Public
Management Institute, is just what its name implies. Onier from

Gale Research Company
835 Penobscot Building
Detroit, MI 48006

Million Dollar Directory and Middle Market Directory. Order from

Dun & Bradstreet
99 Church Street
New York, NY 10007

Standard and Poor ' s Register of Corporations, Directors and Executives is a useful
reference tool once you have detennined your targets and are looking for connections
between the funder and the solicitor. Order from

Standard and Poor
25 Broadway
New York, NY 10004

The Wall Street Journal

Business Week

Forbes Magazine

FOUNDATIONS

The Foundation Center of New York is a research repository with branches in
Washington, DC; Cleveland; and San Francisco; and collections in most major libraries.
They have published many fine references, including a bibliography of books about
foundations by State. The following are dm most useful books by the staff of the
Foundation Center:

Foundation Center National Data Book and Index gives information taken
from IRS realms on 21,000 U.S. foundations and also contains a bibliography
of directories of State and local granunakers.



Foundation Directory lists U.S. foundations that have assets of at least $1
million or make grants of more than $100,000 annually. It gives complete
descriptive information

Foundation Fundamentals, which provides what its name implies, describes
the Foundation Center's activities and publications and is generally we of the
best reference books to have on hand.

Foundation Center Source Book Profiles analyzes the giving patterns of the
top 1,000 foundations.

See annual reports for names of officers and trustees, purposes of grants, lists
of awards, and km= policies and plans. You can also write individual
organizations for copies of their annual reports.

All of the above may be used at the various Foundatitrn Center locations or obtained by
writing to The Foundation Center, 888 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019.

Comsearch printouts list grants by subject in about 55 areas. Information includes name
and location of granting organization, amount given, recipients, description of projects
funded, etc.

IRS Returns ate available from

IRS Center
P.O. Box 187
Cornwells Heights, PA 19020

990 AR forms are filed at the end of the fiscal year and list the following information
on nonprofit organizations: foundation management, assets, and grunts planned or
committed for future payment.

Forms 990 PF list the following information: receipts, expenditures, compensation of
officers, and capital gains or losses.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance. Order from

Superintendent f Documents
National Archives & Records Service
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
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